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Symposium held

library services ·explored
A warning that access to information is becoming the most
important single factor in the
nation's economic well being was
sounded Saturday by Victor
Marx, head reference librarian
at Central.
Marx's speech was presented
to symposium participants
preceding a panel discussion
dealing with the Central library's
services to the greater Ellensburg community. The symposium was designed to explore
ways 9f opening library to
greater community service.
"It has been said that by the
year 2000 about 50 per cent of our
gross national product will be
drived ·from information industries,'' Marx reported at a
CWSC library symposium now
underway.
Marx said that demands upon
libraries will be great in the near
future and that the demand may
require a rearranging of persoanl
and national priorities.

"It might require that we buy
books before butter or before
guns," Marx said. "But at least
books will not kill people; the
lack of information could.''
Dr. Richard Waddle, director
of CWSC's Bou1llon Library,
reported that the symposium is
"the first formal but tentative
step" toward allowing members
of the public at large to use the
college library.
He said that the Ellensburg
college library has grown
tremendously during the past ten
years to meet academic needs
and that new library construction
is already in the planning stage.
Ten years ago the Central
library was primarily a normal
school library with a preponderance of education books and
journals: Since then, however, it
has more than doubled the 90,000
volumes on hand, and tripled the
library staff.
Dr. Waddle reported that · "a
conservative estimate" of the
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Tvvo dorms

condemned
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor

Wendell Hill, director of
Auxiliary Services, announced
yesterday that Carmody and
Munro Halls will be closed and
within two weeks the men in
these two dorms will be moved,
as a group, to North Hall.
Hill explained the reason for
the two closures was that
recently the Washington State
Fire Marshall was on campus
and told them that these two
dorms did not meet the current
fire codes.
The State Fire Marshall told
Hill and others that if Munro and
Carmody were to remain open
improvements must be made to
meet the new fire standards.
Hill said the changes would
cost too much and would take too
much time so they decided to
close the dorms and move the ·
men.
Hill met with the men from
Carmody and Munro Wednesday
night to discuss the situation. He
told the men of the three possible
alternatives and the men decided
to move to North Hall.
The three possible alternatives
were to move independently to
the other dorms available, move
up to one of the co-ops which has
been closed for the year, or move,
to North Hall which had also been
closed due to the decreased
enrollment.
Hill that even though the
housing cost for North is higher
than the cost of the other two
dorms the men's 'rent will not beraised this quarter. He adde4_,.
however, that next quarter it will
have to be raised to the standard
cost of North.
He said the men will still dine in
Commons Dining Hall.
Hill said that the move will be
completed in about two weeks
and as of yet there has been no
final decision on whether they
will eventually make the repairs
required by the Fire Marshall or
tear the two dorms down.

Seno Mark Hatfield

Senator Hatfield
at Central Thurs.
U.S. Senator Mark Hatfield,
republican from Oregon, will
speak in Nicholson Pavilion at 8
p.m. Thursd.ay. .
.
Sen. Hatfield is being sponsored by the ASC . spe~kers
program under the direction of
Gary Larson, ASC executive
vice-president.
Sen. Hatfield, who cosponsored the McGovernHatfield Amendment to end the
war . in Southeast Asia, is
speaking on the ''American
Political Destiny.''
Sen. Hatfield is the former

Governor of Oregon (1959-1967)
and was the first two-term
Oregon Governor in the 20th
Century.
He was an elected delegate to
the Republican National Convention in 1952, 1956, 1960, 1964
and 1968. He seconded the
nomination of Mr. Nixon for
President in 1968 at the
Republican National Convention
in Miami.
Admission to this speech is ,free
with an ASC card and 50 cents
without.

BEA sets symposium
Central'
Business
and
Economics ·Association (BEA)
will be dealing with the rights of
consumers during their spring
symposium in May.
The association is recruiting
speakers on the national, state
and local levels to address
Central students and conduct a
forum.
At present, arrangements are
being made through Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson and other officials
to recruit national figures according to BEA President
Thomas Aline.
He said that the association is
receiving good cooperation and is

''encouraged"
by
Sen.
Magnuson's personal interest in
consumerism and his personal
willingness to appear as part of
the symposium.
The BEA is interested in encoilraging the pro and con aspect
of consumerism and is trying to
create student interest and
participation, according to
Almire.
Some of the topics that may
come up in the symposium are
truth in lending; ' truth in
labeling; truth in packaging;
consumer safety; and the right of
the consumer to choose, be informed and to be heard.
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number of points of information
provided by the college yearly is
now more than 100,000. More than
20,000 volumes are being added
yearly to the current 182,000- plus
in the library. Microfilm items
and documents on file total more
than 368,000.
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Politician forum
Four Washington state political
figures will speak on campus
Monday under sponsorship of the
college's Young Democrats and
Young Republicans Clubs.
The political speakers will
appear before the two groups and
the public in different rooms of
the SUB from 8 to 10 p.m. Monday.
.
State Sen. Jim Matson, of
Selah, and Rep. Stewart Bledsoe,
. of Ellensburg, will be the,
Republican club's guests in the
SUB banquet room.
State Rep. John Rosellini, of
Seattle, and King County Council
member Edward Heavey will
talk at the Democratic gathering

Velvet and her mom, Mrs. Barrett.

fund drive to aid girl
"One dollar from each member
of the campus community would
liquidate or appreciably reduc~
this debt," Dick Rosage,
custodial supervisor for the SUB
and drive coordinator, said.
Starting Wednesday, collection
boxes will be placed in the food
service areas of the SUB and in
Rosage's office, SUB 120.
Rosage reported that Barrett
has used all- of his accrued sick
leave and annual leave time and
thus suffers a loss in pay each
time he must leave his job for
emergency medical trips for his
daughter.
Many tests have been performed on the Barrett girl to
determine the cause of her illness
but no specific reason has been
found. Physicians indicate that
brain damage, · blocked nerve
passages, hormone imbalance or
other disorders perhaps can be
the cause.

Five-year-old Velvet Barrett
has to have regular medication
just to maintain consciousness.
For the past ten months, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Barrett, of Ellensburg, has
suffered from a neurological
disorder that has yet to be fully
diagnosed.
She frequently lapses into
unconsciousness without warning.
Her parents then must rush her
to a hospital-often to special
Seattle clinics-for emergency
treatment.
The medical costs to Velvet's
parents have reached $8,500
alone.
Because of those medical debts
already due and the potential for
increasing costs, students at
Central and Barrett's co-workers
on the college custodial staff are
planning to launch a fund-raising
campaign to help the family.

a Special Education practicum
any time this year have a few
other procedures to follow.
Practicum applications are
available in the Office of Clinical
Studies, Black 206, and must be
returned by Monday.
Students must pre-register for ·
practicum experience and sign
Miss Lorenz's roster.

Current political and governmental topics will be discussed
by the speakers, with both
forums open to questions.

Petitions must
be in
Students interested in filing for
student legislative or Judicial
board positions should obtain
petitions in the ASC Office. The
petitions obtained must be
returned no later than 5 p.m.
today.
For further information concerning election procedures and
information contact Dave Larson
in the ASC Office ( 3-3445).

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever 'by your engagement and
wedding rings. 'if the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine ·quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
· is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your ·
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of ·many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Procedure insures classes
The Education department is
instituting a management
procedure to insure that Special
Education majors and minors
can take the classes they need
when they need them.
"Let me emphasize that we're
not trying to limit the size of
classes," said Paul Crookston,
assistant to the chairman of
Education. "We're just trying to
get an even flow because there
are several new courses that
have been added to the
curriculum and we've had · a
problem ·getting pre-requisites
straight as a result."
Crookston has circulated a
letter to all Special Education
students to clarify the new
procedures for registering for
special education courses· for
Winter Quarter.
Students will not be permitted
to pre-register for courses until
they complete at least one interview with the Education
department.
Special Education majors and
minors must complete a majorminor declaration interview with
Sally Lorenz in Black 200. An
interview with Miss Lorenz is
mandatory regardl~ss of any
prior declarations made to the
registrar.
During the interview, students
will determine the ciasses they
have yet to take to complete their
program, then sign a roster for
the course( s) they want to take
( Winter Quarter.
These list.s will be sent to the
Registrar and cards will be
processed only for students
whose names appear on the list.
Students who plan to complete

in the /Burger Bar.

outside the Clinical Studies-office
next Friday, Nov. 12. A copy of
this list will also be sent to the .
Registrar and only those· people
will have cards waiting for them.

•

~psake®
REG.ISTE.RED

DIAMOND

'( t)

Any questions may be directed
to James McConnell or Gary
Hammons, practicum coordinators, in Montgomery 21, or
telephone 963-1205.

RINGS

Practicums will be approved
on the basis of the applicant's
progress in his inajor-minor
sequence.
·

About the Special Education
sequence, in general, questions
~n be answered by Crookston or
Miss Lorenz, Black 200, in the
Assignments \\rill be posted . Education department office.
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Bomb blast
The adverse reaction to President Nixon's decision to ·go ahead with
the Amchitka ~uclear bomb blast is only to be expected.
Last September 22, Congress voted to bar the test until at least mid1972, unless the president personally authorized it.
This will be the 335th test since underground testing began 14 years
ago.
Where will it all end?
The test is a "must" according to the Atomic Energy Commission.
The atomic warhead to be tested, designed for the Spartan antiballistic missile, is 250 times as powerful as the bomb that destroyed
Hiroshima. How big will the next one be?
/
There is no agreement among scientists as to what risks the test
poses for the peoples of Canada, Russia, Japan or the U.S. states
bordering the Pacific Ocean.
On this account alone it is a most dangerous, irresponsible venture.
Five government agencies reportly voiced disapproval of the test.
The government will not relea·se these reports to the public.
If the means aren't found soon to stop these poisonous, dangerous,
and futile tests, then tomorrow may well be the last day of our life
instead of the first.

'Chicken-hearts'

\lJ~ }\,~~ADY .~l\TOW' J-lOW"' TO t\11.~ o o

- ISN'r iT" 'KlND'A SE:T\lSEtl;s>'"'
The ASC Legislature is allegedly our vanguard. They reflect student
thought to administrators, regardless of validity. Too, the legislature
spends student monies.
Due perhaps to mismanagement, confusion or legal questions the
legislature has found itself faced with a strict austerity budget.
$10,000.
Throughout the last few meetings of the esteemed student body, they
have managed to table, pass over, submit. and pass the buck with
issue upon issue. Especially in budgetary areas.
·
However, on Monday night the legislature started some very
positive moves toward meaningful goals. Legislators alloted $800 to
help promote and get off the ground a day care center, funded the
Political Action Committee, funded thelntercollegiatePolitical Affairs
Commission and adopted a resolution to the Board of Trustees asking
that student rights be protected.
- Baffled by the sudden distribution of money, we found one area
where legislators blatantly failed. The Black students approached
them with their proposal for "Black Week". The BSC budget request
was shoddy at best.
We feel the legislature was intimidated by the mass of Black
students in attendance, failed to throughly to explore the BSC budget
request and acted in an irresponsible manner.
Legislators were scored of possible black accusations of racism
within the entirely white legislative unit.
Out of the entire group of legislators, only two did not back down to
the Black monetary request. Instead, they abstained their vote and
chose to remain silent.
We wonder if the same procedures would have been tolerated if
white students had made a similiar proposal.
We wonder if the Legislature would have acted the same if one Black
student had appeared rather than 19.
We wonder if Tom Dudley, ASC President, isas~ompetentas he has
previously appeared. Dudley endorsed the budget move and went so
far as to suggest that legislators pass the budget
We ask why the Legislature grilled .o ther students asking for money
and let the Black proposal go without exploring obvious avenues of
compromise and trimming.
Too, we wonder why the Black students included $175 in their
proposed Black Week budget for salaries.
The primary contention in sponsoring Black Week is the promotion
of Black culture. Must they pay their own people to work on the
program?
The BSC budget proposal is full of holes. We hope that legislators
will (e-evaluate their previous move to tentatively pass the budget.

The
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Editor's focus

Pessimistic reflextions
by Elliott Grieve
managing editor
Pessimistic reflections, just in case
everything goes pooof.
The sign in the little grocery store
window read "Sorry, Sale or Use of
Firecrackers is Prohibited by Law."
. Below the sign, a newspaper box displays
the latest edition of the Vancouver Sun.
The paper's black bold headline read
"Amchitka Blast Set For Next Week."
It's a very strange world we live in, isn't
it?
.
'
The United States, which for 26 years '
refused to admit that 750 million Chinese
people existed, was bounced into changing
its mind by a team of pingpong players. At
the same time, the rest of the world did an
about face and decided that Red is
beautiful and that "several million" other
Chinese don't exist.
A Lieut. William Calley, found guilty of
methodically murdering 102 Vietnamese
civilians, mostly women and children,
quickly had his conditions of detention
improved by personal intervention of the
president of the United States. A Capt.
Thomas Culver was court-martialed by
the U.S. Air Force for taking part in an
anti-war demonstration (delivering
petitions).
No president intervened in his case.
A government went to the courts to
attempt to stop newspapers from
publishing evidence of how governments,
from presidents on down, had lied to the
' people on a "war" whichrdoes not officially
exist because it has never been officially
declared.
Governments in North America still pay
farmers to take certain acreage out of food
productions. The farmers presumably
used part of the money to buy glossy
magazines ·showing color pictures of
starving masses in Pakistan and India.
Would you believe?
Being two eagles in love on Amchitka
Island means never trusting mankind
again.
Being Angela Davis means never
believing in democracy.

After several thousand . years of
democratic thought, there are still some
inflµential people who actually think and
believe that granting tenants full rights
would result in civic anarchy.
A nuclear bomb, 250 times the size of the
one that destroyed Hiroshima, is being
exploded on a former wildlife reserve, in
an earthquake area, close to people, by a
government which spent billions collecting
rocks from the moon.
Would you believe that in this country,
used car dealers make more than artists,
stock salesmen more than teachers, disc
, jockeys more than social workers, athletes
more than doctors.
Old men still send young men to die in
wars.
Parks are mined.
A woman named 'J' made a fortune
writing books of sexuat fantasy to be read
under hair-dryer .or in bathtubs.
Grown men under the alias of the Atomic
Energy Commission achieve perverted
jollies when ever a nuclear bomb is exploded.
In Ireland, under the disguise of religion,
the Catholics and Protestants are offering
each other as sacrifices to the gods.
Billy Graham, has yet to give his opinion
on the Vietnam war.
Five American soldiers are dying every
month in Korea.
Universities continue to turn out
specialists who find there is nothing for
them to specialize in.
Perhaps it won't be a · bad idea if the
Amchitka blast causes
tidal wave.
Maybe the wave would wash away a lot of
the a~ve.

a

At any rate there really isn't anything to
worry about is there? The Atomic Energy
Commission has assured us that the
dangers are very remote.
That's why they're exploding the bomb
in the most isolated spot in America.
Isn't it?
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Where's the money go?
the main parking lot was to be
To the editor:
After shelling out $300 ($298) closed for nearly the whole
for tuition, I can't help but quarter?
5. Why does it save money bo
wonder about a few things.
Although between the two of us, buy $1800 cameras to, take picwe might possibly obtain a fair tures for a food card?.
This list could continue, but it
amount of knowledge for our
$300, if one can put a dollar sign makes me too angry to think
on knowledge; I can't help but anymore. Any people I talk to
still wonder about a few things. about these things feel similarily
in as much as it seems someone is
For instance:
1. Why in the hell does a win- getting screwed around finandow in L&L have to be washed cially.
Some might say that since
four times in one week; poorly
washed at that, as the top was tuition only pays a percentage of
college costs, we shouldn't gripe.
neglected?
2. Why does it take over a week I'd have to answer to that, that
to prune a group of trees that my since one of us works full time, he
old man and his partner could must be getting it paying taxes
have done in one day when they and tuition both. With a little
had a tree service in Bremerton? proper management, I'd thing
Very strange, as he was certainly . both could be held down.
As for people wandering
not doing it for a hobby.
around campus doing useless
3. Why does it take 60 days to jobs - You are on welfare!
pave a parking lot? Evidently the Personally, I have to include
men are also being paid for the campus cops in this category.
time they spend staring at the
One· final little thing. Why
girls as they walk by between would an institution of medium
classes. It kind of makes me feel education use plastic cups for
that through their' tuition, the coffee in their cafeteria. Once
girls are paying to be stared at. I these things are manufactured,
think most of us would rather pay they don't go away. Anyone who
less tuition and go down town to has a thought about their enbe stared at.
. vironment can't morally even
4. Also, why wasn't it explained buy a cup of coffee at the school.
Verna Vedder
when I paid $15 for a sticker that

Article pleases couple
To the editor:
I have just finished the Crier's
article on breast feeding.
I was pleased to see this subject
discussed. My husband and I
have been married only slightly
more than a year, but when we
decide to begin our family, I
intend to breast feed.
I wonder what the general
reaction _to your article was. I
imagine that many people were
shocked by your cover picture. A
woman's exposed · breast is
usually regarded as a sexual
object. This is unfortunate for it
has only served to re-inforce a
belief which I feel was overlooked
in your article.
You related the inadequacy felt
by certain mothers who did not or
could not breast feed. I believe
that a greater problem lies with
those mothers who feel a
reluctance for this most natural
of female actions for fear of being
·
ridiculed.
The female breast has been
turned into an object of sexual
desire and its exposure in public
suggests a certain willingness to

Correction

indulge in the seamier side of the
sexual life.
Breast feeding has, therefore,
been relegated to a clandestine
affair. It is something "nice
girls" don't do in public. These
"nice girls" have also been made
to feel that there is something
wrong about breast feeding itself.
Raised in an age of sterilized
bottles and scientific feeding shcedules, they have been convinced that there is something
primitive about putting a baby to
breast.
Young women like Mrs.
Perleberg, Mrs. Hedge, and Mrs.
Purdue are making ·an effort to
fight this sort on in-bred
prejudice. I wish them success.
As a postscript, does anyone
know of an obstetrician in the
area who will not call my crazy if
I ask if he delivers babies by the
psychoprophylactic, or LaMaze,
method?
Sincerely
Sandra L. Pineo
(Mrs. Charles 0. Pineo)

'Thanks' given

by LaBeau's

To the editor:
In my haste, I may have
confused the gentleman who
To the editor:
interviewed me.
The family of Bill LaBeau is
THE MATCHMAKER by
Thornton Wilder is as American grateful for a very successful
as "apple pie." The British play blood drive by Kennedy Hall that
for which the rights were not more than replaced blood used.
Bill passed away Oct. 20, but he
available is HOW THE OTHER
HALF LOVES by Alan Ayckk- never wanted for love, respect of
the best of medical services. He
bourn.
Lest anyone believe the was home from the hospital a
reporter and I are ignorant, I week, as his wishes were to die at
would appreciate your printing home.
The fellows at Kennedy Hall
this correction.
were special to Bill and a happy
experience to close his short life.
Sincerely,
God bless you all,
Peter T. Vagenas
Virginia LaBeau
Theatre and Drama
and family.
Division

Day care goal set
Students . Legislature
our
program was granted an
allocation of funds in order to
improve facilities and program
and generally to make ourselves
more useful to the academic
community here in Ellensburg.
The cooperative is very
anxious to involve any and all
students, staff, and facultywhether parents or not-who
might be interested in such a
child care program. Should you
be interested, please call 925-2250
any time during weekday hours.
We express 'our appreciatiqn to
the student representatives on
the ASL for this vote of confidence, and for the commitment
they have made to the welfare of
children and their parents. We
urge the college administration
to concur in this expression of
concern for the children of CWSC
students, staff, and faculty.

To the editor:
The Kittitas Valley Child Care
Cooperative is a non-profit child
care center managed and
organized by students, faculty,
and staff of CWSC. Its function is
to provide low cost, high quality
day care for children whose
'parents are in any ay affiliated
with the college. It also welcomes
any members of the community
who find the cost of child care
excessive and who wish the
benefits of participation in a
program that involves the .
·parents in the day-to-day welfare
of their childrdn. At the moment,
more than 80 per cent of the
children cared for at the Co-op
are children of low-income CWSC
students. (The average gross
family income of co-op members
is $4300 per year.) In addition,
student volunteers, practicums,
and individual studies use the
facilities and program of the coop to enhance their understanding of and experience
with young children.
At the moment, the center is
located at 209 West 1st Street.-At
the last meeting of the Associated

•

s-Deborah D. Roberts
s-David E. Kaufman
s-Kelley Reid
for the Kittitas
Valley Child Care
Co-op

Complaint voiced

agains~

housing

I

To the editor:
I would like to voice my
complaints against the Housing
Office.
On Sunday, Sept. 26, I moved
into Buttons Apartments. The
building and the apartments
were dirty, not 'ready for occupancy. I couldn't believe it. But
I cleaned my apartment anyway.
Wednesday of that same week,
the occupants of Buttons received
a memo from the Housing Office
telling us our building was
"absolutely filthy." It also said
that it was understood in the past
that occupants would keep their
building clean. If not rents would
be raised to pay for a part time
janitor. No understanding was

Breasts

explained to me when I signed
my contract.
On October 1, I talked to the
assistant Director of Housing,
Denny Hamilton. He said the
building would be cleaned as soon
as the vacuum cleaner was
replaced.
Today we received a heavy old
vacuum cleaner. We were told we
could take turns cleaning the
building. The reason we finally
got a vacuum cleaner was
because the mother of one of the
girls complained.
I don't believe the Housing
Office has any intentions of
cleaning this building. I think
they feel that_since it's a women's
apartment building that the

women can clean it themselves. I
believe it to be a case of
discrimination.
Any landlord would not rent a
building in the condition that this ·
one was. Just because the
Housing Office has a monopoly
doesn't mean they have us over a
barrel. They don't realize we are
not sheep.
What I would like is to have
Buttons cleaned, including the
stairs and walls. Also I believe
this building and the apartments
should be cleaned during breaks
without a raise in rent.
Sincerely,
Penny Kimmel

GIVE VELVET A HAND

To the editor:
I am writing in reference to last
week's letter by Franklin Dennis
which praised the recent Crier
article on breast feeding. I have
met Franklin, and for a Poly Sci
major, he is a fairly bright boy.
Although I generally agree with
Franklin that breast feeding is
timely and relevant, I most
strongly disagree with his
suggestion that the article be
repeated annually for the benefit
of incoming freshmen. My most
intense observations of the freshman class reveal that very few of
them have any breasts to feed
with in the first place.
Nmpe withheld by
request

All letters to the editor and guest editorials an' wl'lconw. Plt•ast·
keep your remarks within 250 words. Lettl'rs must bl' si gnt'd, but "l'
may withold names upon request. The editor rcscrn s thl' right to t·ilit
letters for libel. Letters may be hand-deliwn~ d or ma ilt•d to the ( r .er
office in SUB 21S.
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IAmchitka test defense or disaster? I
by Elliott Grieve
managing editor
Possibly sometime tomorrow, a red button will be
pushed in the bunker at the north end of Amchitka
Island.
The ocean around the island will churn a frothy
white.
Rocks will slide down 50-foot-high cliffs and whole
sections of earth will fall into the sea.
A cavern the size of an amphitheatre will be
formed out of the rock more than a mile under
ground, and an instant later a crater more than 100feet deep and almost a mile wide will be sucked out
of the center of the 42-mile-long island.
It will be all over in less than a minute, but in that
short time the thermonuclear explosion named
Carinikin will rock Amchitka with the force of a
major earthquake.
The heat generated below the ground by the blast
will reach three million degrees-the temperature
found on the surface of the sun.
Cannikin will be the 237th underground explosion
by the U.S. since the 1963 treaty banning tests in the
atmosphere and the 335th since underground testing
began 14-years ago.
Cannikan is four times bigger than any other
underground test the U.S. has ever set off. It will
explode with a force of 10 billion pounds of
dynamite.

Cenf~I

That's enough dynamite to move three cubic
·
miles of earth.
That's 250 times the power of the bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima.
Opponents of Cannikan-and there are manyhave come close to stopping the test.
Environmentalist have taken legal action to block
the test. But so far their attempts have failed.
Groups like Friends of the Earth, and the.Sierra
Club argued that a five-megaton explosion could
trigger a natural earthquake as large as the explosion itself, and the resulting quake would release
a submarine tidal wave that could swamp the coasts
of Canada, Ha wail, California, Washington, Oregon,
and Japan.
The chances of either happening are said to be
remote.
The AEC (Atomic Energy Commission) insists it
has made exhaustive calculations as to what size
blast might trigger a major earthquake, and claims
Cannikin is safe.
Wildlife experts have publicly worried that the
blast will do serious harm to Amchitka's animalsa concern that now seems quite legitimate.
Amchitka was once a wildlife reserve before
nuclear testing took over.
Thousands of geese use the island as a way
station. Eagles and another 30 or 40 peregrine

prof sees

Guest editorial

.no local danger .
By Sandi Dolbee
news editor .

earthquake does not start a
chain of other earthquakes."

With the Amchitka test due to
go off within the next couple of
days people everywhere, from
Alaska on down, are up in arms
over its possible repercussions.
Residents of the ~lfensburg
area can relax, however, at
least according to Dr. Don
Ringe, ' chairman of the
department of geology at

Canadian newspapers are not
so optimistic, however. British
Columbia papers are publishing
accounts of what to do in case of
the
predicted
disasters
resulting from this blast.
Dr. Ringe doesn't think that
Canada is in any danger and
states they are 'l'more worried
than they need to be."
He explained Canada has had
worse shocks in the past (for
instance the shocks from the
Alaskan Earthquake). The
Canadian coastlines are so
rough that any sea waves at all 1
could have very little effect.
Dr. Ringe feels if any effects
are felt it will be in the immediate area of the blast and
will occur immediately afterwards.

cwsc.

Dr. Ringe says since-Ellensburg or the sµrrounding area
has no active fault systems
there is no danger of anything
being moved in the area to
cause earthquakes
or any other
1
shocks.
"The only real concern for
possible reactions would be in
the area where there were
active fault systems," he said~
Dr. Ringe went on to say that
where the blast is scheduled to
occur, in the Aleutians, there is
a falrlY active fault area extending all the way down to the
West Coast.
Because of this he said there
is always that "nagging"
thought that if the faults are
ready for release this shock
from the blast nlight possibly
trigger something.
Dr. Ringe con~nds however
he is sure that careful consideration has been given to this
problem altho scientists have
admitted a remote possibility of
earthquakes.
As far as the danger of ·tidal
waves being caused by this test,
Dr. Ringe says that he doubts if
this blast has that kind of
energy. Large sea waves (tidal
waves), he explains, must be
set off by very strong shocks,
stronger than this kind of
~nergy.

"But I suppose that if any
kind of tremor at all happens
even months after this blast
someone will inevitably blame
it on the Amchitka blast," he
added.

Students
measure
blast

_to

SEATTLE (UPI) -Geophysicists and graduate students
froin the University of Washington will measure seismic .
waves caused by the Cannikin
nuclear bomb test on Amchitka
Island, according to university
officials.
The scientists will measure
the waves, traveling from the
deep interior of the earth, from
the Pacific beaches of Washington State to the eastern part of
the state. One site will be in the,
central Cascade mountains
near Salmon La Sac, north of
Cle Elum.

Concerning , possible repercussions in the Seattle area
where there has been a history
of shocks, Dr. Ringe stated he
didn't feel this blast would have i
any more effect on the Seattle
area than would a major ear- ·
WANTED TO RENT
thquake in Alaska.
Uher 8000 Recorder. Contact Dr.
"There is a very little
'dominoe eff ec't' ·in ear- ! Zwanziger, Psychology pept.
tbquakes," he said. "One 1

falcon (near extinction in North America) nest in
Amchitka's cliffs.
The island shores shelter one of the world's
largest single population of sea otters. Sea lions,
salmon, cod, halibut, and sole occupy waters
around the island. ·
The blast is bouri(fto damage some of the eagle
and falcon nests and almost certainly kill some of
the birds.
Most of the fish swimming in the sea alongside the
island won't be hurt by the blast, but fishermen are
concerned that radiation leakage from the test into
the sea might ruin the $60 million Alaskan salmon
industry.
To prevent such disasters, the AEC has gone to
great pains to m~ke sure radiation doesn't leak into
the sea or any place else.
It has buried the Cannikan bomb 6000 feet in
volcanic rock, a chore that took much of the $118
million spent on the shot. The AEC also poured 5600
tons of gravel, sand and cement into the hole to stem
it, a precaution it's convinced will shut off any
'radiation leak to the water and air above.
Will it be enough?
The AEC thinks so, the optimists among the
AEC's management are looking forward to the
Cannikan explosion to prove themselves right to the
entire world.
The pessimists aren't quite so sure.

Talk of de-escalation
)~

There's been a lot of talk for a long time about the de-escalation or
f;he winding down of the war. But what, in fact, has actually been
done?
Nothing.
Instead, every apparent lessening of the fighting in one area has
been balanced by an increase in another.
Remember the widely-heralded 1968 "bombing halt"? What really
meant was that the bombers were simply diverted to Laos, where they
have been flying 300-400 strikes a day ever since.
At least 14,000 Gls have been killed since Nixon put his "secret peace
plan" into effect last October. Despite token withdrawals, there are
over 230,ooo·Gls still in Vietnam. Nixon recently resumed the bombing
of North Vietnam under the guise of "protective cover" for ground
troops, while two-thirds of Cambodia is now a free-fire zone.
Less than a week ago the Senate imposed a "$350 million ceiling on
U.S. support for ground operations in the Laotian war, including CIA
guerilla activities.''
Only $350 million?
At the same time as the war against the Vietnamese has deepened,
conditions have worsened for us at home. The war is a magnifying
glass for all the inequities of this society, and nearly every sector of
the population has found that the war cuts across its needs.
Blacks, Chicanos, Native Americans and Asian-Americans-die in
Vietnam in numbers way above the proportion they occupy in the
population, while at home they are murdered in Cairo, Atzlan, New
Haven and Attica.
Nixon forbids abortion on the grounds of his belief in the "sancitity
of life" while hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese are murdered by
his bombs.
Poor people see the same government which keeps them unemployed spend $25 billion a year on the destruction of Vietnam. Workers
have had their wages frozen to pay for the war, yet one day before the
wage-freeze state, Defense Secretary Laird announced that the administration would ask for a $3 billion increase in the war budget.
Last April 24, a million-and-a-half people gathered in Washlligton,
D.C. and San Francisco to demand an immediate end to the war. But
we can't fit all the people who oppose the war into two cities any more!
So this fall we are taking the antiwar movement back home to every
region and campus in the country. This fall the Student Mobilization
Committee is forming chapters and calling meetings on hundreds of
campuses throughout the country to help organize the tremendous
antiwar sentiment that exists on the campus.
Tomorrow, regional demonstrations will take place in 17 cities
across the nation. Support for these demonstrations is the broadest
ever, reflecting recognition of the true facts of Nixon's war policies.
Not only have labor leaders, third world activists~ veterans, etc., ,
endorsed November 6, but also, the mayors of Minneapolis, Atlanta,
New York, St. Paul and Seattle have officially proclaimed that "Peace
Action Day" in their city.
Seattle is hosting the Novemoer 6 demonstration for the Pacific
Northwest. Contingen~ from throughout Oregon and Washington will
be coming together in Seattle for a massive peaceful, legal demonstration to demand immediate withdrawal of all U.S. troops from
Southeast Asia.
We say: Not one more day! Not one more penny! Not one more life!
We say: OUT NOW!
Judy Moschetto
Regional Student Mobilization Committee
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Students seek ways
to serve community

''You don't have
·to be Arty to
be Crafty!"

Check out aisl·e 28 in your
own College Bookstore
Candle Making Supplies
We have
Waxes
Assorted Sands
Colours
Wicks
Moulds
Glazes

by Mike Boushey
contributing writer
ASC represents CWSC students in their search for ways to serve the
community, gain experience, provide for better career planning, and
add dimensions to their learning. To do this, the ASC has established
SERVE (Students Engaged in Research and Volunteer Experience).
SERVE is a student initiated effort to place responsible student
volunteers in community service (sometimes with the opportunity to
also gain credits for individual study), and to encourage students to
research community, business, and government problems and needs
for the benefit of all concerned.
This column will present information which may interest you. Our
major focus is on research opportunities and volunteer programs. We
are available for consultation anytime through the ASC office. Our
number is 963-3446.
RESEARCH
World Games is a program which is being coordinated on a countrywide basis in the United States. The major concept is to look cl.osely at
the world as an ecological system so that effective planning for the
environment can be undertaken. We would like to begin a class and do
research here at Central, which would be coordinated with what is
being done at other colleges throughout the United States. Contact tht
SERVE office if you are interested or want more information.
Physiological Investigation of Transcendental Meditation (TM).
Research is being conducted on campus in cooperation with the
(Students International Meditation Society) (SIMS) Institute for
Advanced. Studies, which coordinates Transcendental Meditation
research on the national level.
VOLUNTEER
Recreation Volunteer Services should be open by the end of th~s
month. This volunteer organization has positions available that will
interest everyone. It is not necessary that you be a student. Contact
the SERVE office in the ASC for information and contract forms.
Office of International Programs. There are numerous opportunities for student volunteer work and research overseas. Contact
the Office of International Programs at 963-1501.
Job Corps. Women In Community Service (WICS) is looking for a .
field representative. This person would be a volunteer working with
the regional office of WICS-Job Corps (with headquarters in Seattle)
to recruit women (this one not for men students, sorry fellows) for the
Job Corps. We have pamphlets in English and Spanish for those interested. This position would provide excellent experience for those
interested in social work or related fields.
Handbook on Field Opportunities. Central SERVE needs help in the
development of a "Handbook on Field Experiences." The Handbook
will be complimentary to the College Catalog, revised yearly, and
made available to students prior to registration along with their
college catalogue. It will describe programs at CWSC which provide
field experiences for students. Contact the SERVE office.
Volunteer Bureau. Central SERVE is in the process of developing a
Volunteer Bureau. We need help. Anyone interested in participating
contact Mike Boushey, Student Coordinator of the SERVE Progr~m.

Building receives name
There will be a new name on
campus as of Nov. 13.
Michaelson Hall, formerly
known as the Home Economics
Building, is being re-named after
Helen Michaelsen. She taught at
Central from 1937 until her
retirement in 1970.

It will be dedicated at 3 p.m.
Saturday.
A reception open to all students
and faculty will be held in the
Family Living Center located in
room 122 of the building prior to
and after the dedication.

Craft Supplies
Ma era me
Dlppity Glass
Mod Podge
(including miniature pictures for Decoupage)
Glass Antiquing Materials

Acontemporary
glass for Coca-Cola
Colled Your Set
of 6 or 8
Trade-mark®

Store Houn

OPEN
MON.-FRI.
7:30 - 5:00
963-1311

1BIG JOHN

DRIVE-IN
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Bicycling talk given ·
Miss Frances Call, the Mercer
Island school teacher who had led
groups .of bicycling teen-agers on
cross-country trips during the
past two summers, will spe.ak on
campus Wednesday.
Her talk will be illustrated with
slide pietures taken during the
trips.
Miss Call, whose appearance
here will be sponsored by the
Recreation Club, tentatively is
scheduled to speak at 7:30 p.m.,
Wednesday in the SUB.
The 31-year-old school teacher ·
led a group of 15 teen-agers. on
bicycles , from Mercer Island to

Washb1gton, D.C. last summer.
In the nation's capital they were
greeted by President Nixon to
end the two-month pedaling
experience.
An eighth grade English and
history teacher, Miss Call
selected the 15 participants in
last summer's ride from among
nearly 100 applicants. Each
student on the trip was required
to earn at least half of the total
$450 personal expenses.
Mrs.
Helen
McCabe,
Recreation Club advisor, said
that 'Miss Call's talk should be
interesting to youth groups as
well as to adults.
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Voters fail to show
Of the 964 voters registered
from the two-college precincts in
Ellensburg only 257 of them
turned out at the polls Tuesday.
The turnout for the rest of
Ellensbur~ wasn't any better,
however' with only 2052 of the
5620 that are registered actually
showing up to vote this last week.
All three members of the
college community, Steve Milam,
Virginia Olds and Colin Condit,
who ran for Ellensburg City
Council positions were defeated.
The following is a rundown of
who won and how the voting went

0

1

f.or-th.~.:.::..~.\~__n:_n_~~-t~-~-~-:~_:_=

No. 1
Randolph Christopherson
Virginia Olds

1321
680

No. 2 .
Irene Rinehart

1148

No. 3
Darrel Curtis
Steve Milam

1195
969

No. 4
H. Spence
1220
Colin Condit
756
Kittitas County Port
Commissioner

c
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INSURED?
Be sure •••
See DON JONES
uaNSED INSURANCE BROKER
ELLENSBURG, WASH.
310 N. PINE

by Sandi Dolbee
news editor
Despite the grumbling from
students, faculty and staff over
the 60-day closing of parking lot
B, Don Redlinger, director of
Traffic Security,
assures
everyone that there is still ample
parking left in the other college
lots.
Lot B will be closed through
December 15 for paving, curbing
and water drainage. When
finished Redlinger said lot B will CHARGE ITI

TOPS
TOPS
TOPS

DOWNTOWN

accommodate up to 330 cars in
ten-foot stalls.
Tom Connor, campus architect, said total cost for lot B
will be $90,000. He added that
rough-ins for lighting will · be
installed, but the actual lighting
will have to wait due to lack of
funds.
Redlinger repeated that the ·
other four parking lots along the
campus are still open and can
definitely hold all the extra cars
that had used lot B. The other lots
are lot A, on Chestnut St. behind
the library area; lots Cl and C2,
, located on the front and sides of
the Pavilion; and lot D behind
Hertz, on D St.
He added that the D St. parking
lot is being extended to the corner
of 14th Ave. to compensate for B
lot.
"There is still parking
available, Redlinger commented,
"but the only thing is, you're
going to have to walk a little
further."
B lot, which is located behind
the SUB, is the most convenient
lot on campus, he explained,
because it is closest to the
majority of academic buildings.
Redlinger commented that,
although lot B is the most

popular, some of the other lots
will become equally used when
the buildings now being built are
completed.
For instance, he predicted that
when the new psychology
building is completed that
parking lots Cl and C2 will come
in very handily.
As far as the next few weeks go,
Redlinger realizes that it will be
an inconvienience for many
students to park further away in
another lot. But Redlinger adds
that he feels the students, faculty
and staff are going to appreciate
lot B a "heck of a lot more" when
it is paved.
·
Concerning problems · of
parking bicycles, Redlinger said
that he has recently recommended to the business office
that they order more bike racks.
He cited areas like Black Hall,
Lind Hall and Shaw-Smyser as a
few places that need extra bike
parking racks.
Redlinger als-0 reminds
students that permanent parking ·
permits are ' in and should be
picked up as soon as possible in
the Traffic Office on Chestnut
Street.
Students must present their
temporary permit and receipt for
the permanent permit.

Have You Heard .About The
Zoo Opening This Tuesday
Nite?

From

. qarland
;.

~

.I

'
EVERY RIGHT LOOK YOU COULD
POSSIBLY WANT . . • THE GREATEST
SELECTION OF COTTON-KNIT TOPS
IN TOWN . . • . ALL BY GARLAND IN
ALL THE RIGHT CO~ORS • • • AND
EACH ONE A MARVELOUS BUY !

Style 4201 In Garlands
Fall Fashion Colors
SiLes S-M-L - $7 00

This Tuesday Nite 7-10

Other Garland Cotton
Knit Tops $4.00 & Up

75• Pitchers

·10• Schooners,
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Ecological focus

AMEN replaced
Ecology is in focus with SAVE,
Central' s
new
"Student
Association of Voters for
Ecology."
Tom·-Moser is the president of
SAVE, which is replacing AMEN
(Avert Man's Extinction Now)
the ecology program at Central
last year.
According to Moser, the new
program will more conservatively and effectively get
the point across, whereas in the
past, Olympia legislators tended
to mis-interpret AMEN's purpose.
SAVE is intended to work for
ecology in conjunction with the
student voters.
At present the membership is
critically low, and student support is badly needed. Ecology is
not meant to be a fad, it needs to
be more internalized by people,
·
Moser said.

Linda Smith is shown here
working on a plant in the biology
greenhouse located in Dean Hall.

Mrs. Smith, a biology student
here, has been a part of this

student orientated greenhouse
for three years now.

Biology student enthusiastic
about campuS greenh~use
by Deb Cameron
staff writer
"I'm happy when I'm up
here!"
So says Linda Smith, biology
student at Central, referring to
the biology greenhouse located Qn
the Dean Science Building roof.
Mrs. Smith said it facilitates
research for all Botany-prone
students from beginners to
graduates.
The greenhouse is sectioned
primarily into three rooms-the
tropical room, being the most
humid, the arid room, and the
temperate ·room, :·. facilitating
the culture and growth of various
plants native to the different
climates.

plant material,said Mrs. Smith.
All plant life whicl) must be
destroyed is kept for a compost
pile at the back of the science
building.
The compost, consisting of soil,
manure, bark, clay, sand and
plant material, is divided into
three sections, each at a different
level of degeneration. The final
pile is cycled for stones and put
through a sterilizing process
using steam, to destroy unwanted
bacteria and weeds, thus obt..aining a very fertile soil.
According to Linda, the spring
is the most active time for the

Student enthusiasm and
iniative are needed to enforce
these and other programs, as
well as instigate further ecology
movements.
For a minimal fee, students
can become a member of several
Ecology groups and receive the
latest impact of ecology work and
it's plans. As Moser says, ecology
needs to be more internalized by
people.
For more information, see Tom
Moser, ASC office, or leave a
message to get in contact with
him.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST wants
work at home. Accurate, - neat
and prompt. Competitive prices.
Call CARLEEN 925-4763.

SAVE is striving for expansion
within .itself and working· with
other ecology groups.

Thompson's Annual

VITAMIN C
SALES ARE ON
Valley Specialty Foods

Projects planned at Central
include a recycling project with
ASC to collect cans, bottles, and

111

6th

925-2505

OVERTON''S
TROPICAL FISH

Would the person who pidc-

ed up my leather jacket at
the

w.

homecoming coronation

please return it. Call 9254856. Ask for Jay

Rt. 3 - 962-9166

-

greenhouse, The plants respond
t.o the bright, warm sunshine, and . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
accordingly the students thrive ·
Reasonable Rates
on plant research.
Presently, Mrs. Smith is
Prompt Servlm
cultivating various ivy to climb ,
Freelstfmatet
and help cover the bare walls.
Exclusive Deal•
Having worked in
the
Sounclcrest and Artpolnt
greenhouse since fall of '69, Mrs.
Smith is very enthusiastic about ;
Weclcllng Stationery
the plant life and work involved.
She feeds and cares for the
plants, fertilizing, transplanting,
experimenting and making cuts.
She said that the duties are in412 N. Pearl-925-9311
teresting and the envrronment-.~----------------------------1
pleasant for work.

CAPITAL PRINTING CO.

Bikes pose problem

At a recent meeting of the
Traffic Committee, Drrector for
Mrs. Smith noted an 0 rchid
Campus Facilities Planning and
collection donated by Joe FitConstruction Allan Eberhart
terer, Ellensburg businessman, · proposed that something be done
as being a specialty of the about the ever-increasing
greenhouse.
number of bicycles on campus.
The greenhouse also develops
He discussed methods of
its own soil from degenerated moving bicycles more freely with
1

glass; and work with ZPG (Zero
Population Growth).

less hazard to students. He indicated that the solution to this
problem may be impractical or
impossible, and asked the
committee for any suggestions.
None were given, but committee members indicated the
matter would be given further'
considera tion.

JEAN JACKETS

$12.00
MATCHING
PANTS

$9.50
Comes in denim,
brown, navy, beige,
and burge~1dy

Johnson's
Honda
410 N. Main
925-3146

SronTs lauT1ou1
4 11

~N·

Pearl
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Is college too loose?
by Pete Delaunay
editor- in_ chief
In the early 1900's college was a
haven for playboys and young
girls who wanted to experience
life on their own.
It was a chance to get away
from home and formal introductions, a time to see life and
attain an education at the same
'
time.
Things have changed . considerably since. Soci~ty_ ha~

altered its priorities and placed
traditional values aside leaving
the more important issues of
environment and war at the top .of
America's "Fab 50" item list.
Moving slowly, much like the
mechanisms of .government,
college has changed too,
especially Central Washington
State College.
r
It was three years ago when
some energetic ·students and
concerned faculty bashed the
administrative stand composed

~------------------------

Celebrate Snow!
Gear up for Wi~ter Listening!
November
Special:
Oynaco A-50 Sp.,akers
List $184.95 each
THIS MONT-H

s14500

SPECIALS!
GAMBER-JOHNSON floor-stand .
i ng speaker enclosures ·
List $39 . 95 each

JUST IN!
Gamber-Johnson
Speaker enclosur~s an
equipment cabinets.

Above enclosures, assembled,
with 12-inch Altec
full -range speakerW ith 15 -inch Altec,
HEAR them At STEREOCRAFT

We proudly off'3r
raw speakers
by

...u

·1
~
~ .......
r.i~u

of elements deriving from the
Puritan Ethic.
Finally after one entire year of
struggle, the wall crumbled like
an explosion had occurred.
Suddenly, it was rilled that
students of drinking age- could
have beer in their rooms and that
visitation hours be established.
In the first issue of the CRIER
in the fall of 1969, the big news
item of the week was the ''repeal
of Central's prohibition laws."
On page 2 (page one ran a
pictura
of thein Ellensburg
City
Dump) there
front of Muzzall
Hall stood Head Resident Denny
Hamilton displaying a bottle of
Heidelberg beer. The cutline
under the picture read, "Last
night I went down to the store and
bought a bag of potatoe chips, two
cartons of cigarettes, and a ·case
of beer, and Denny Hamilton,
head resident at Muzzall let me
in because I'm 21 ! "
ASC was then SGA (Student
Government Association).
Former "SGA" President Tim
Wing told the Board of Trustees
that the old policy was hypocritical because it made ofage students break the law. The
old policy diJ not permit the use
of alcohol on or off the campus by
college groups or for collegesanctioned events.
Wing said that dormitory life
was not realistic, because Of

t·'

962-2830

Electronics For Entertainment? ''-STERECRAFT has it all"

Acting Dean of Students, a
committee has been formed
composed of students, .and administrators to review and
po&sibly re-write the current
.visitation policy.
"Some students want as much
privacy as possible," Dr. Miller
said, "but . they are afraid to
speak out."
Students call the move to alter
the visitation regulation "unthinkable." But, the option should
be left up ·to individual students.
Nothing is quite as fine as the.
smell of beer aging in · plastic
trash cans stored in the closets of
many a male dorm resident.
Living in a dorm is an·experience
that everyone should try at least
once.
Who can forget the ''roomie''
a-greemen ts
concerning
boyfriends and girlfriends. Like a
page from The Summer Of -'42,
students plan an . agenda for
privacy dividing "visitors"
nights like merchandise after a
robbery.
Dorm life has changed since
the days of violent moral concern. Finally women are exempt
from criticism .for smoking or
card playing, instead they are
underpaid and under rated.
Is college right for a girl?
Women have as much right here
as men. ·

Sex conference
raises skirts

America ' s foremast maker af high
fidelity loudspeakers for profess ional
and a~ateur. Build your aw~
enclosure or use our Gamber-Johnson
Kits and SAVE

408 N. Pearl

women's hours and the policy on
alcohol. "Last year ( 1968)
women's hours were done away
with,'' he said. During the
summer of 69' visitation
privileges and a liberalized
alcoholic policy were established.
According to the visitation
policy women are not allowed in
mens dormitories between 3 and
7 a.m. The same applies to men in
womens dormitories. However,
over the last two years, with the
policy untouched, it has become
impossible to enforce such a
regulation.
Most students contend that the
visitation policy and liquor
liberalization were measure that
were more or ·less taken for
granted prior to their formal
approval. But, things could
change.
Alas, wouldn't your grandmother be upset if she knew of
college ills today. When once the
worst thing a girl could do -was
play cards or smoke cigarettes,
parents of today find different
ills.
Due to extreme pressure from
parents, says an anonymous
source, the administration is
being forced into acting on the
"flagrant" Central visitation
regulation. The administrative
action, however, is not as drastic
as it may sound.
· According to Dr. Robert Miller,

Mafia flick

"Mafioso," . an Italian film
about the infamous Mafia, will be
shown· in Hertz at 7 and 9 p.m.
LINCOLN
NEBRASKA · Several of the Regents objected
(CPS )-A conference on Human to the participation of gay men .. Thursday.
"Mafioso" -is another one of the
Sexuality at the University of and women m the conference.
foreign films offered by the
Nebraska
survived
an The University - of Minnesota
foreign language department.
emergency meeting of the student body president and his
The film is about a factory
school's Board of Regents and a male marriage partner, and two
worker
on . a holiday with his
last ditch court battle by two ·gay women who will publish a ·
family when he is asked to
students last week and was held book on ·the subject this spring
deliver a package for his boss and
without incident.
were part of the program.
finds himself in the midst of a
M~fia_ murd_~r c~nspiracy.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
8" Combo
Pizza

2

8" Combo

FOR

Pizza

Sorry, Not .G ood For Delivery -

PIZZA MIA
·FREE DELIVERY 925-1111-925-2222

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Ex-barmaids discuss job rn.erits
by Glenna Moulthrop
staff writer
Linda German remembers a .
time when walking over tables
was part of her job.
Life as a barmaid or "beer
slinger" isn't an easy one, she
and others say, especially on the
weekends wqen college students
are packed like sardines into
Ellensburg taverns.
It's times like those when she
had to walk across tables to serve
people because "there was no
place to get around."
Both she and her twin sister,
Lorna, 22, tried working as
barmaids for several months this
year, thinking that it would be
fun.
Tiring job
' Linda says she found the job
very tiring because the crowds
got so thick that she constantly
was being shoved and pushed.
And when the place got jam;
med, that's when an occasional
wise guy tried to get handy.
"There always are some guys
trying to pinch you-especially
when it's crowded and you've got
a tray of beer in one hand a pitcher in the other-you're at the
mercy of the crowd," says Linda.
Shelley Conway, 22, has a
similar story to tell. She recalled
a night when -some fellow, who'd
had a few too many, got overly
friendly and all she could think to
do was yell, "Don't you ever lay a
hand on me again", while he and
his friends sat and laughed at
her.
Handled it differently
Linda handled the situation
differently. "Most of the time, I'd
ignore it because they just
wanted to see how you'd react,"
she says, adding, "When some
people get loaded, they don't care
how they treat others."
All agree that being asked out
constantly must be a problem
every barmaid faces.
Shelley says, "It seems like a
lot of them think barmaids are
pretty loose."
"Lorna and I would always
refuse by saying that we didn't
know them and the typical reply
was always 'How do you expect

me to get to know you?'," says
Linda.
Despite their few humiliating
encounters, all three feel that
most of their customers were real
nice.
Embarrassing moments
Lorna's m~st embarrassing
moments were the times when
she spilled a tray of glasses filled
with beer down the front of
herself and all over the floor.
This happened occasionally on
the weekends when it was
crowded. "The weekends'',
Lorna says, "discourage you
from doing this kind of job."
· At first she thought it would be
great to be working in a tav
serving beer to all of her friends.
But it didn't take her long to learn
that there's no drinking on the
job, and when it's busy, there's no
visiting with friends either.
Since she'd worked as a
waitress before, Lorna also
thought that waiting on people
would all be the same. But it isn't,
· she says, "A tavern is much more
crowded."
Job differences
The other difference she
noticed between the two jobs,
which paid the same hourly
wage, was the amount she made
in tips.
The most she brought home one
night as a barmaid was $9, but as
a waitress, she often made $15 a
day in tips. One summer, while
working at a restaurant; in
Bremerton, she made $650 in tips
alone.
Since she really didn't need to
work, her beer-slinging experience lasted only spring
quarter of this year and then she
went home to Bremerton to work
as a waitress again.
Linda, too, worked spring
quarter and part of summer
session while taking 19 credit
hours too.
·
Classe·s make it rough
Both she and Shelley claim that
it's pretty rough working until 1
or 2 a.m. and then getting up for
an 8 a.m. class.
· Linda found that she was
staying up too late, too many
nights, and never had time to

spend with Lorna and their
friends since they usually worked
alternate nights.
The twins say that their
parents weren't particularly
upset about them working in
tavs, but they didn't like the girls
to work so late.
"I think they objected because
we griped all the time ·about not
being able to do things,'' explains
Lorna, noting that th~ir mother
especially doesn't like them to
work while they go to school.
Didn't tell parents
Shelley, who started working
last June in a place where "the
clientele doesn't get real rowdy",
told her parents that she was
employed at a restaurant at first.
Then they came up for a
weekend, wanting to have dinner
at the place where Shelley
worked.
She had to explain that only a
few kinds of food were offered
there, and her dad then asked if
they served cocktails.
Shelley remembers saying,
"Just beer and 'wine," and
hearing her dad ask, "How often
do you get pinched?"
"I wasn't pulling anything over
oa him," she adds with a laugh.
Shelley, who quit last weekerid,
claims she got "sick of it" and
often wanted to go home on
weekends.
Hours not so happy
She particularly didn't like
working Tuesday nights during
happy hours because everyone
would try to order 10 schooners
apiece just before 10 p.m. ·when ·
the price goes back up to the
usual 25 or 30 cents a glass.
Linda quit slinging beer to
concentrate on her job as the
assistant business manager of
the . Crier. The wages aren't the
same, she says, "but to me it (her
new job) pays more."
Asked if she'd ever work as a
barmaid again, Linda replies,
"Never, never, never! I'd never
have any desire to do this again
and I know I'd never work in a
cocktail lounge."
And Lorna agrees but says that
she'd not discourage anyone from
tryi~g it just for the experience.

Peggy Damon serves customers at Goofy's Tavern. She's
just one of the many women who are 'students by day,
barmaids by night.'

Ecumenical perspecti'ves

Minister discusses 'faith' interpretations
by Rev. Craig S. Willis
Center for Campus Ministry
Most religious philosophies, including
Christianity, request its followers to have an attitude of trust and adherence to its credibility. In
Christianity this is often referred to as ''faith'', a
term. which is sometimes misused and misunderstood when applied to an attitude which is closed
to inquiry.
Under such a circumstance, faith becomes more
of a stubborn prejudice rather than confidence in
something which is ascertained as true.
Denominationalism tends to have members look
suspiciously at other denominations as if they
lacked spiritual discernment for not coming to their
same conclusions.
Some Christians have on occasion been very
critical of geologists, astronomers, and biologists as
if scholars were anti-God and rejectors of absolute
truth, when it was the Christians who never considered the evidence and blindly held to medieval,
theological assumptions.
(For example: Galileo was rejected by many for
proposing that the · sun and not the earth is the
center of our immediate solar system)
The above reminds the author .of a definition of
the word "faith" by a junior boy who said, "Faith is
·
believing what you know ain,'t so!"
Is this to be the basis of man's faith in God?
Contrast?
Should there be a contrast between "faith" and
"knowledge" so that men believe in science or

history because it is fact, but must have faith in God
since there is little evidence for Him, or His position
about life?
'
Are men to place their faith in a God about whom
they have serious doubts? Or should they ascribe to
God's positions for which there may be little sup·
·
port?
If there is a God of supreme intelligence, and if He
desires an intelligent committment to Him and His
way of life, then this God should present Himself to
mankind with evidence which would induce men to
relate to Him in a way- that is tenable, and experim~ntally practical.
"Faith" is a description
It would seem that "faith" is more than a mere
intellectual assent; it is a description of a
relationship.
A child has faith in his parents because of a very
unique relationship. Likewise, faith in a best friend
or a mate is due to a relationship of trust and love.
If there is a God of love and truth such as
Christianity asserts, then faith could be referred to
as a relationship of love and trust in God based
.·upon sufficient evidence to be willing to do whatever
God asks, believe whatever He says, and do
whatever He bids, without reservation throughout
eternity.
Given this type of definition, no wonder Scriptures
could refer to "faith" as the only requirement on
man's part for eternal life.
Student learns scrutiny
In an academic environment a student learns to

scrutinize what he reads, hears, and sees before he
ascertains for himself what is true. It is natil.ral for
him to, therefore, approach his religion in much the
same manner, ·and expect that this religious
philosophy be able to withstand investigation.
After all, if God is the ultimate source of truth,
how could He be proven wrong? The student
becomes somewhat perplexed when his religious
superiors look with consternation at his questions
and doubt his committment to the cause he has
espoused. The student-is looking for meaning in life
and himsell, his superiors need to apply understanding and give realistic answers to his sin'
cere questions.
It is also perplexing to the- student to try and fine
meaning in life and himself when his school does not
seriously consider the role of religion or the impact
it has made upon our society.
Lack of objectivity
The professor who "writes religion off" even
though he never adequately investigated its-claims
nor experienced its contributions to life is no more
objective than the ignorant religionist! And the ·
education he has to offer the student may be imbalanced because he has not investigated all of the
evidence available.
The strength of a man's personal relationship
with the Divine and respect and understanding for
another person's religious committment, depends
upon how well he ascertains "why" or "why not" he
has faith in something.
•4
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Relevancy an issue

'CWSC .must change'-Brooks
by Sandi Dolbee
News Editor
"Central is· going to have to
change and change immediately
if it expects to have a decent
future."
The above is an exerpt from the
comments made by Dr. James E.
Brooks, Central's president, to
the college faculty Sept. · 24.
Although the speech is over a
month old,Dr. Brooks feels that
what he said has been
strengthened by time.
. Where Central must go in the
future to stay relevant to the
world and its problems is one of
Brooks' basic concerns. He told
the faculty that curriculum,
courses and other things
traditional to them may have to
change to compensate for dying
careers and to help prepare for
careers to come.
Had to be said
Brooks said this speech may
have shocked some faculty
members, and others thought it
to be a cruel outlook, but he
defended himself saying it was
something that had to be said ...
and something has to be done.
"Our Critics," he told the
faculty, "say our educational
system at Central is not relevant
to the present nor oriented to the
future. They say it is what we
have learned in the past;
structured to what we have experienced in the past; and it is
divided into a series of cells
called department, which look
inward and are devoted to selfdefense and preservation."
In an interview Brooks commented that faculty members

and departments should get
together more and start new
programs of inner-departllientai
courses.
For instance, he suggested
departments getting new courses
and programs that combine
math, philosophy and other areas
that could result in a relevant
preparation for students to go out
into the world and live.
Questions
Brooks asked, ''Why should
students major in your departments? Are your current
departmental programs sufficient for the future?
He said he is worried about the
future and what it might do to
certain departments. He cited
many departments falling
enrollment and fears that, if they
remain as they are, they may not
be able to offer what students
need for living.
He spoke of new programs -such
as computer programming and
adult and continuihg education
that are growing and will be more
popular in the future.
Nurture new areas
He said, ''We have long tended
to regard many of these areas as
non-traditional,
non-academic
and non-institutional. Why can't
we change our attitude and
nurture some of these different
and new areas of learning? Most
are related in some way to our
present offering~. Why can't the~
be represented at our college as ·
they develop in more organized
and professional ways? Actually,
this is how many of otir present
programs
were
college
established.''

Pres. James Brooks
Brooks continued to encourage
new experiments in curriculum
and heartily endorsed ideas from
students and faculty.
He ~poke also with great concern on the employment .for the
future. He referred to dying
areas such as teacher education,
which has the lowest growth of all
major fields.
Only two choices now
"Our students are dependent'
upon what we offer and generally
speaking," he said, "students
have only two major choices: · teacher education and the arts
and sciences. Don't be surprised
if students ask you why they
should stay at Central paying
high fees, tuition and other bills
when they have little prosp~ct of
getting a job after graduation.
"We can alleviate· this em-

ployment situation: by making
periodic shifts in curricula to
match employment trends; by
cooperating in consortium
programs with regional community colleges, other four-year
colleges and universities' to relate
more effectively to the employment situation; and by ad. justing curricula within conventional disciplines. Your
departments can cooperate in
these endeavors, but the solution
to the problem is obvious: we
have to diversify by offering
some new programs."
Brooks said there is a critical
need for more post-high school
occupatiohal programs to
prepare students for jobs not
requiring a bachelor's degree.
Brooks said he is not trying to ·
put the blame for the present
situation of higher education on
anyone. He felt they were talking
about the future.
Brooks said he used the September address to the faculty to
alert them about the higher
education crisis.
Recognize urgency
"Actually," he added, "I am
pleading with you to recognize
the urgency of our situaion. I am
convinced that society, the new,
non-traditional centers of excellence as well as other colleges
and universities will be passing
us by, if we don't wake up."
Brooks pleaded for significant
change. He welcomes comments,
suggestions criticsm, anything
that will help Central at all, and
urges everyone to work together,
make this known as "The Decade
of Achievement for Central."

•
migrant worker problem
Action taken ·1n
by Kris Bradner
staff writer
Much has been said about the
problems of the migrant and
Indian children in this area. Now
sm?ething is being done.
Only recently have the
problems of the migrant
agricultural worker and his
family come to light and been
seriously studied. From these
studies it was soon apparent that
Indian and migrant children in
this nation . were experiencing
many failures in the classroom.
These failures followed them
into their community as well,
encouraging unemployment,
univolvement, and alienation
from the larger society.
Washington State benefits
greatly from the contributions of
these two cultural groups. The
migrant worker is the prime
contributor to the success of
Washington's agricultural industry. Washington's Indians
have allowed their lands to be
used for logging, fishing and
power industries (many dams
have been built on reservation
land).
Unfortunately, these contributions are often overlooked
while the low economic and social
status of migrants and Indians
are focused in the public eye.
- The Center for the · Study of
Migrant and Indian Education
emphasises the contributions. It
attempts to assure a pride in
children of migrant farm
workers and American Indians in
their cultural heritage and

so important to their adjustment
in our society.
"There are five basic objectives of the Center.
To help coordinate educational
programs for Migrant and Indian
children in Washington State.
To provide needed training, as
identified, for para-professional,
pre-professional and professional
personnel.who work with migrant
and Indian children.
To help develop programs and
instructional materials for
migrant and Indian children.
To disseminate information
regarding significant programs,
materials and evaluations pertaining to migrant and Indian
children.
To .p rovide evaluations of
Center activities based upon
state objectives.
September 1, 1969 the Center
received its first operational
grant under the guidence of
Willson T. Maynard, project
director. The present director,
Lloyd M. Babriel, education
department, took over when Mr.
Maynard left the Center in May
1970 to return to school.
The Center is now comprised of
a director and eight professional
educators. They are assisted by a
supportive staff and work
together to serve public schools
around the state.
The staff has available to them,
a media library that maintains
materials that are relevant to the
children's backgrounds and
individualized to meet their
specific defi~iencies:

program has been worked out
with the Center and CWSC. It
offers students experience in
working with and teaching
migrant and Indian children.
There are currently 27 CWSC
students enrolled in this
program.
· The course of study begins with
a summer neighborhood field
experience. This acquaints
students with sociological
psychological and environmental
conditions affecting the lives of
school age children in the rural
center community.
It lasts four and one-half weeks
and is eight credits. (Ed. 440 ·
workshop and Ed. 448 practicum.)
This is followed by the fall
quarter classroom work, with
appropriate laboratory experience, related to studying
growth and development of
learning
and
children,
evaluation, curriculum of
schools, methods of teaching,
materials needed in teaching and
the culture of migrant and Indians.
,

It is a three month experience
which takes place in the Toppenish area and is 15 credits.
( Psy. 309 Human growth and
development, Psy. 310 Learning
and evaluation, Ed. 314
curriculum
methods
and
materials, and Ed. 499 seminar.)
The final part of the program is
student teaching, winter or
spring quarters. One-half of the
group will be enrolled in student

qµarter and one-half during
spring quarter.
During each quarter the other
half of the students will be on
campus pursuing academic

course work. Student teaching is
done in a classroom with a large
percentage of migrant and Indian
children in the Toppenish area.
(Ed. 442, student teaching 16
credits.)

Wide variety offered
in graduate programs
by Deb Cameron
staff writer
Graduate Programs at Central
are relatively young, yet offer a
broad span of degrees in 28 fields
of education as well as arts and
sciences.
According to Dr. Dale Comstock, dean of Graduate Students,
the first degrees were given at
Central in 1965.
· Last year 241 master degrees
were granted; of those 140 had
received bachelors at Central,
101 had received bachelors at
other Washington institutions and
44 were from out of state.
Comstock, said Central doesn't
plan to change the existing
graduate programs, but hopes to
add a new program offering a
Master
of
Occupational
Education.
It's interdisciplinary approach
would emphasize a broad
orientation to the occupational
experience of students. Tbree
departments; business
educatiqn, home economics, and
TIE (technology and industrial
education) hope to offer such
degrees.
The program must yet py

Education and pass Central's
Board of Trustees before it will
be adopted. This could take two
years.
No doctorates are offered at
Central due to the extensive
faculty and facilities required, as
well as the expense involved in
the programs. Since Central is
such a young institution, its
library especially is not equipped
to handle doctorate progress
since the institutions establishment.
Comstock urges all graduating
seniors who anticipate graduate
school in their future, whether
here or some other institute,
should consider taking graduate
record exams some ·time during
the year.
.
They are offered six times a
year; the next time being on Dec.
11.

Students can obtain application
materials and information from
the Admissions Office in Mitchell
Hall. The Office of Graduate
Studies is located in Barge 308. It
is open Monday-Friday from 8
a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
Any one wishing an interview
the Dean ~hould ma~e an ap-
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Ne'N education option ~ffered
by Jim Catlett
staff writer
"Option D" is the name for ".Iivinglearning" program in teacher education
offered by the psychology and teacher
education departments this Winter
Quarter.
"We will be creating oqr own environment," commented Dr. Maurice
Pettit, spokesman for the program~~
staff. In some ways, he went on, they
would be doing in five days what is now
done in five quarters.
He said they wanted to integrate different areas into a single program.
According to Dr. Pettit and fell ow staff
member Dr. Branton Holmberg, key
features of the program include field
experiences, participation of public school
personnel and community people
(parents, civic leaders, etc.), experiencing
interdtsctplinary dlalog regarding the
educative process (education and

psychology), direct transfer of skill application, and professional staff
development.
"It is an interdisciplinary program,"
said Dr. Pettit. He said that the staff
members include himself, as a professor
Holmberg,
of psychology;
Dr.
associate professor of psychology; Dr.
Hamilton Howard, professor of the
department of education; and Mr. Donald
Murray, field training director of the
Washington Education Association.

Dr. Pettit designated Munson Hall as the
location for the program. Participating
, students, he said, will live in the hall co-ed
style for the quarter. The students will
have to pay room and board to the college.
The classrooms will be in the hall, and the
student's work would center around it.
Dr. Holmberg hastened to say that there
would be no intereference with the
student's social life.

"It won't be a convent program," he
remarked.
·
Students eligible
Students who have already completed
Ed. 307, Introduction to Education, are
eligible for the program. They may earn 16
to 18 credits made up of the equivalents of
Psy. 309, Human Growth and Develop-·
ment; Psy. 310, Learning and Evaluation;
Ed. 342, Classroom Management; and
Psy. 499, Group Development, as a two
credit elective.
Dr. Pettit stressed that students completing the program will be eligible for
student teaching, provided they have
fuHilled all other requirements and are
endorsed by their departments.
·
He stated that the program was flexible,
though, and that the requirements were
not ironclad.
He said that the program would work
extensively with the local school system.
"The students will be spending one third

to one hall of their time working with

youngsters," he commented.
Dr. Holmberg said that they also anticipated some participation from parents.
Dr. Pettit commented the program
requires 60 students to work. If they can't
get that many, he said, the program will
fail.
Students who are interested in this, he
said, should file an application with Dr.
Alan Bergstrom, . director of clinical
studies, Black Hall 206. Th~ telephone
number is 963-3426.
Applications must be in by Nov. 12.
The program has been in the planning
stage for about 18 months, according to Dr.
Pettit.
"We're very excited about it," he said.
"It's a chance to put it all together."
"We're trying to coordinate the communications between education and
psychology," he went on. "We think thi:.:
will do it."

lnternGtional study offers .residence credit
By Karen Sybouts
STAFF WRITER
The Office of International
Programs offers many opportunities for students to study
in foreign countries and in some
cases receive residence credit at
the same time.
These programs are to utilize
the resources of a foreign
location to enhance the study of
certain academic subjects
oth.erwise not possible on campus, and to give students a direct
experience with another culture
and, consequently, understand a
way of life different from theirs.
Some of the programs are
interdisciplinary and others off er
more specialized opportunities in
a single field.
A pamphlet on Internation
Programs said, "Educational
experience is broadened and
enhanced by living in a foreign
country where one has an · opportunity to make friends and
gain a deeper understanding of
their culture and customs".
A wide variety of study abroad
opportunities
include
the
residence credit programs in
London, Paris, Avignon, Mexico,
Colombia and Ecuador.
The program provides that the
student stays with a residjent
family.

Students who minor in Latin
American Studies are urged to
earn a portion of the credits
through participation in one of
the exchange programs.
The Universidad Industrial de
Santander (UIS) offers a study
program in Colombia for summer quarter, (June-August), fall
semester (August-Dec.), winter
semester (Dec.-May), or the
entire academic year.

Interdisciplinary minors
The minor in Latin American
Studies, administered by the
Institute of Latin American
Affairs is designed to provide the
student with a broad, interdisciplinary basis of cross
cultural studies for those intending future employment in
government or private enterprise.

Dr. Clair L1llard

Classes available
Students from the United State
may enroll for one, two or three
quarters of Spanish, Spanish
literature, social sciences, art
and the humanities. Instruction
will be through seminar-field
trips and supervised independent
study. English will be the
language of instruction for all
courses except the Spanish and
Spanish literature courses.
The
Northwest ·
Interinstitutional Council on Study
Abroad, a consortium of ten
Northwest
colleges
and
universities, offers a program of
study in Europe in cooperation
with the American Heritage
Association during the academic
year and the summer. There are
three study locales: London,
Paris and Avignon (located in
southern France).

lndividuali1y a11owed

This is an opportunity for
anyone with a basic knowledge of
Spanish. He will live in
Bucaramanga, in the northwest
section of Colombia, and attend
the UIS, highly accredited for
engineers,
chemists,
mathematicians, and language
majors.

Individual studies and special
topic classes allow students to
pursue areas of interest that are
not regularly offered at Central.
Dr. John Shrader, chairman of
the All College Curriculum
Committee, said the individual
study courses allow a student to
"explore in depth" a subject area
on his own.''
The first task of a student,
Shrader said, is to outline his
subject of study. This is usually
done in conjunction with a faculty
member.
The outline has to be approved
by the department chairman and
by the dean to whom the chairman reports.
Credits are alloted according to

Practical experience replaces classroom
In the past few years, students
have shown less interest in
classroom learning, and more
interest in pradical outside
experience.
At Central, most departments
offer a 400 level course in field
experience. Biology for example
gives 1-8 credits for this outside
work.
Dr. Philip Dumas, biology
department chairman stated that
there is ''a lot of future in this
area and should be the way state
....
,.

..

Each program includes
numerous
excursions
to
historical and cultural sites and
participation in a wide range of
activities designed to complement the formal classroom
work. Visits to the theatre,
galleries and museums enrich
course work in drama, art and
history.
Eligibility
These programs are primarily
intended for students from the
Northwest. To be eligible,
students should be at least
sophomores in good standing at a
Northwest institution. Northwest
residents who attend school
elsewhere are also eligible to
apply.
Before classes start in these
international programs, an
orientation is offered to prepare
new students. These will be

the amount of work outlined in
the study.
If the subject outline is approved, the students for an individual study under the correct
department. The individual study
courses are those ending in 96 in
the catalog.
The grading for these are the
same as for regular classes.
Special Topics courses are
initiated by students and-or
faculty, said Dr. Shrader.
An outline is bubmitted for
approval by a department
. chairman and appropriate dean.
A sufficient number of students
must sign up for the class to
warrant offering it. A faculty
member must have the time and
be willing to teach or advise.
Special topics classes are listed
in the catalog with course
numbers ending in 98.
If sufficient interest is shown
for continuing the course, it can
be given an individual course
number and become a regular
class by submitting it for approval
through
regular
curriculum channels.

"We haven't pushed it too hard
For most departments, all that
as yet, because many students is needed is permission of injust aren't ready for it," he 'ad- structor
and
department
ded.
chairman, and usually this
Students appear to be eager to course can be repeated.
leave the protective environment
of the college, but .most departments cannot enlarge their
programs due to lack of available
professors able to leave their
Home Economics majors in the by the department.
classes, Dr. Dumas said.
Arts and Sciences who wish to
The department has eliminated
Only a few students are ac- develop their own course of all specified classes to be taken in
c~~~~d into the program because study, may now do so under the the 45-credit major. These

arranged as applications are
accepted.
Before a student can parti ci pate in these educational
programs, they must have a note
of his parents' approval.
For an application and more
complete information on transportation, tourist cards, visas,
or immunizations see Dr. ·W.
Clair Lillard, Off ice of Internation Programs, 15 Peterson
Hall, telephone 963-1501.

Departments to.
offer experience
Are you a Political Science or
Journalism major who desires
practical experience, wages, and
credit in your field?
·
If so, the political science
department will be offering intern jobs Winter Quarter; so will
the journalism department in the
summer.
The political science department will be sending ei ght
students to the House of
Representatives in Olympia, to
intern under an assigned
legislator. They will be researching and writing proposed
legislation.
Fifteen credits will be given for
the work, and interns will receive
$100-a-month salary.
Juniors and Seniors only, are
invited to apply before the Nov. 5
deadline. Applications . can be
picked up at the Political Science
office in Alford Hall.
Journalism majors of junior or
senior status who have completed
most of their required classes,
may apply for the summer experience.
Applicants will be competing
for state-wide jobs offered in the
newspaper field.
· •
Acceptance into the program
does not guarantee a job. If hired,
the intern will be paid regular
staff wages.
All those interested, should
contact Bill Chamberlin iri the
l&L Building.

·Students develop own program
wm

C'rFi"'uhm ±aases sdr4-sd sbsnss an ta ba1"" "t ·dr 15

"develop a program in accordance with their own personal
aspirations," said Dr. Luther
Baker, chairman of the depart-

mwt

-
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Directory signs were erected all
over campus ... just one more
step
toward
"campus
beautification."
Mardi Sheridan did a bit in the pit for the American Civil Liberties Union, ACLU, Friday at .noon.
(Photo by Sandil
,.,...,*.%
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(Photos by
Gary
Stewart)

Homecoming Queen Linda Dapevtcb, her escort and the 40-yard line.
And it snowed during the
Homecoming ·game and it was
COLD.
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AELEflSE

ACLU informs
Central's affiliated American
Equally important however,
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) -· are the hundreds of relatively
club was conceived in the ASC unpublicized cases the Union
offic~ last spring, yet many
takes on every day.
students ·are as unaware of this
And Central's UCLU carries
fact, as they are of what personal the same characteristics.
rights are protected by the Bill of
They are existing on so little
money that , they must literally
Rights.
-"The Bill of Rights is my open the mail to cash the checks
definition of civil liberties,'' said for bill payments.
Mardi Sheridan, ACLU comSheridan says the absence of
mittee chairman of the Kittitas •money does not deter from
County chapter.
serving students. He says he has
The Union gives legal advice to had a fairly successful number of
students whose cases claim cases presented since fall.
Services the ACLU here can
evidence of violation of personal
provide are legal counsel, not
expression.
The chapter developed its own legal aid.
civil liberties program, to zero ii}
When they cannot provide
on the educational system at adequate legal advice, Seattle
Central. Usually a student wants attorneys are available by phone.
information when he feels his
Possibly because of the
personal rights were abused.
national affiliate's stormy
This summer ACLU won a case history, the Ellensburg ACLU
when- discriminatory rules had receives almost no co-operation
been set by the college, and three from Ellensburg lawyers, acwomen students questioned the cording to Sheridan.
Herb Legg serves as town
validity.
The women took their case to counselor available for ACLU .
the local women's rights com- advice.
The Union may act somewhat '
mittee provided by ACLU. Cochairmans are Virginia Olds and as a legal firm in that it can
defend, file charges and define
Helen Bachrach.
Sheridan said Central's the rights of its dients.
Lack of funds may screen
chapter intends to defend anyone
many lawyers away from ACLU
equally.
He said, "We defend according ·s taff, making legal advice
_
to the Bill of Rights basis, not on stringent.
the
individual's
political
Sheridan said Central's ACLU
now has two cases pending.
ideologies.~'
The mere mention of ACLU's
He said the Kittitas County
presence has whipped up con- chapter at Central presently
troversy nationwide, because of includes about 50 members.
When students pay dues, they
this policy.
The national affiliate of ACLU may perform laymen duties of
has defended the constituttional ACLU investigators, in the first
rights of 1public figures Julian of two new recruiting programs.
The investigation participants
Bond and H. Rap Brown.
Seattle's chapter has defended help prepare cases for the
the notable case of the 'Seattle 8' defending attorneys.
conspiracy and Leslie :aacon.
Trained laymen may work in

the second1volunteer pro·g ram as
court observer, making reports
of cases in court. They may
contribute a few hours a .month
observing local court sessions,
representing ACLU.
Sheridan said the ASC is
presently working on a bail fund
for students who find themselves
on the other side of the law. The
fund, based on contributions,
would bail a person out of jail
when he's been busted _for the
'illegal weed'.
Other programs to stir student
interest are open forum panels ·
held in the dorms. Sheridan and
Charles Nadler, assistant
professor of philosophy and
ACLU board representative,
answer student questions most
frequently asked about illegal
search and seizure, and
harrassment by police.
Sheridan is also chairman of
ASC commission on student
rights.

Men's lib
For all those males who feel
that women have the upper hand,
a new class is being offered by
the Home Economics department.
''Homemaking for Men,'' a
special topics, 5-credit class will
be offered Winter Quarter.
"It is to provide men with a
brief exoosure to homemaking,"
said Dr. Luther Baker, chairman
of the home ec department.
It will cover such topics as
preparation for marriage, child
development, money
management, clothing selection,
and consumer protection~
If men show enough interest,
this will be permanently added to
the curriculum.

..

EARTH·~
President ·Nixon's economic
policies fail to meet the most
crucial needs of the Black
community: power, wealth, and
employment.
The evaluation will be made by
three Black economists on NET's
weekly series, Black Journal.
Program "Blackonics" will be
seen Tuesday, at 9: 30 p.m.

Front-running Democratic
candidate for the Presidency,
Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson,
had nothing in particular to say
about the Administration's
decision ·to go ahead with the
Amchitka thermonuclear test.
Brian Corcoran, speaking for
Jackson who was on his way out
of town, said, "I haven't heard
him say anything !ibout it."
Corcoran, speaking for Jackson
feels, "the decision has to be
made by the President and · I
guess he's made it. We're aware·
of the situation," Corcoran
concluded.

WINCHELL'S DONUT HOUSE

WE ACCEPT

FOOD STAMPS
Open 24 Hours
100

w.

8th

962-2841

------------------

the
Shop
&

Friends

Has
Good
rhings
For
All

306 N Pine St.

NBofC has an easier way
to pay for things..
Whatever your thing, pay for it with an NBofC checking account. There's no need to carry large amounts of
cash. Ask about an NBofC checking account. Soon.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

N:OC

MEMBER F.D.l.C . • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR •

........_.~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~-----~~~~---- ELLENSBURG OFFICE:

500 N. Pearl St.
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Straight dope on drugs
By The Drtig Advisory Board

Campus Health Service 963-1881
Counseling and Testing 963-1341

It's often hard to convince people what or who you are, but is more
difficult to convince people of what you are not. The Drug Advisor~
Committee is finding this true.
"
Trust is an abstract word. Many people believe it can't exist in
minds or hearts over 30 years old.
The Drug Advisory Committee members are students, faculty, and
ministers who genuinely care, but can't show it unless they are given a
chance.
They are not social reformers who lecture on the evils of drugs and
condemn drug users. They want to help and they have the means
available for it
They are not "narcs" disguised as long hairs and friendly
preachers. They exist to inform and help troubled students. Any
conversation between the committee or a committee member and a
student wanting help is kept in the strictest confidence. ·
If you need help or simply want accurate information concerning
drugs or alcohol, feel free to call or drop in on the Drug Advisory
Committee.
Crisis Line 925-4168

What are the main differences between marijuana and hashish?
ACTION: Both marijuana and hashish are derived from the cannabis plant. Hashish is the stronger active components of the plant.
When compressing into cube form they use the strongest resins of the
plant. Most hashish comes from Eastern Asian plants.
Are the laws ill Washington more severe for -possessing hashish
rather than marijuana?
ACTION: Apparently not. Most cases seem to be handled the same
for possession. Pushing of hashish may bring a more severe sentence.
Are there any laws or rules that state a physician treating a student
for O.D. or just plain bumming must report this to law officials?
ACTION: In all cases so far handled by Central doctors at the Health
Center, none have gone farther than the doctor. This policy will con. tinue at Central. The doctors believe it to be privileged information
between themselves and patients.
Drug Action questions may be sent to the CRIER or the Health
Center. Questions need not be signed.

WE REPAIR VW's Vietnam War rally

uproots fall peace

2nd and Main -- 925-2055

by Scott Dorr
November 6 is National Peace
staff writer
Action Day and again Central
Winter is coming. The days and most of its students will let it
grow shorter and much colder turn to dark without even a fizzle.
'and the wind tears through your
Many students seem pacified
body. The sunshine pa trio ts are with the troop withdrawal from
hibernating. Peace placards and Southeast Asia, but not until
colorful banners are left home in American men stop dying on
closets waiting for spring to foreign soil should people with a
conscience feel satisfied.
return.
The Pacific Northwest mass
Heavy coats and thermal
gloves replace cutoffs and red march and rally against the war
bandanas. Thoughts of peaceful in Vietnam tomorrow, will add
warm demonstrations are stored the people's voice to Seattle
Wes
Uhlman's
away by the coming frost and the Mayor
peace offensive comes to an end. proclamation of Peace Action
Sunshine patriots are stifled or Day in Seattle, one of the 17 host
· cities for similar events acrross
ended by coming winter.
the nation.
The war still continues!
Uhlman
proclaimed,
"N6vember 6, 1971 as Peace
Action Day in our city and that
where possible our citizens and
their representatives participate
in the peaceful assemblies on that
day."
The march and rally, cosponsored by the People's
Coalition for .P eace and Justice
and the Seattle Peace Action
Coalition will be the kickoff for an
extended weekend of workshops,
, demonstrations, music, theater
and hospitality, ending on
Monday "No Business as
Usual" actions.
Contingent groups from
communities all around the tristate area will convene at noon at
the Federal Courthouse and will
march through· · downtown
Seattle, Capitol Hill to Volunteer
Park for the 2 p.m. rally

.Everything You've Always
Wanted In A Pi.z.za*

THE PIZZA PLACE
In The Plaza

Free Delivery After 6 PM-925-5446
~But We're Afraid-Cost Too Much

DARREL'S AMERICAN
Home of the Tire King
Recaps Snow Tires -- 2 for $27.95
including excise tax -

no exchange necessary

Foreign Car Radials Snow Tires
Available All SiLes

115 w. 8th

925-5169

featuring local and nationally
prominent speakers.
The growing social crisis
woven of the war and economic
depression at home makes the
Fall Offensive both an urgent
need and a significant opportunity. This weekend's activities are centered around the
peoples' demands for total withdrawal of all U.S. troops and
machinery from Indochina, a
guaranteed adequate income,
freedom for all political
prisoners, and an end of all oppression and repression in this ·
society.
The people have the power and
must exert it to turn America
around. We know from experience that unless the people ·
act, the government will act too
late and too little.
·
The students here at Central
are the people, but like most they
seem to have fallen into the
complacency that is hurting
them.
The Peace Action Day will
attempt
to
become
·an
aggressive, unity-building
coalition
of ·
groups,
organizations, and individuals
who accept peace, welfare,
justice, and freedom as a fundamental rights of all people.
Toward this end, it will bond
together to defeat the forces
which cause, support, or benefit
from war, porverty, oppression
and repression.
·
Peace Action Day will promote
and encourage all effective mans
of directly serving the people.
· The Peace Action Day will
utilize non-violent tactics, including mass demonstrations,
civil disobedience, and actions
education.
Workshops will be given on
prisons, welfare, feminism,
politics in '72, imperialism; Indochina and any other topic
wished to be discussed.
Central students wishing to
partic.i pate in Peace Action bay
be not afraid to go to Seattle.
Housing will be available for
those requiring it.
The Seattle Peace Action
Coalitioq urges all people to
attend -Peace Action Day and
coice their rights ~f freedom.
But I ask you to remember
what Mason Williams said of
freedom. "The idea of freedom
automatically enslaves you. True
freedom is not being aware of
freedom as an idea. Even the
word free<Jom is not free. It must
be
spelled
F-R-E-E-

d!!!!!!!!!l~~!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!'.!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1!11~·"- ~1·~' ?~~-~ , -~v~t!~i.~~- ~ ·.·~·~~
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'Benevolent 'mood'

Legislature clllocates more mo.n ey
by Bill Irving
staff writer
The Nov. 1 ASC meeting saw SUB 208 packed with
legislators and nearly · 25 onlookers interested in
specific areas of ASC business.
Another round of fund allocations for
organizations and ·a benevolent spending mood by
legislators characterized Monday night's meeting.
A total of $6812.50 was allocated to various
·
organizations. ,
First up were the girls from SPURS, a service
club for the college and community. Their appeal
for $100 in funds was sent to the Finance Committee
for consideration. With that done the girls left and
business proceeded.
Next up was the more heated proposal of issuing a
mandate expressing the opinions of Central
students on political issues. Mardi Sheridan of the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), favored
the idea but discussion arose between himself and
the proposer, Gary Larson, executive vice
president, over the type of vote required for approval. Larson originally favored a majority vote
but Sheridan suggested a two-thirds approval vote.
A roll call vote of 2-3 approval won out, resulting in
unanimous passage of the mandate proposal.
Preliminary acceptance of the constitution of the
Navigators, an organization to present a
knowledge of Jesus Christ, was given quickly by the
ASC. The final decision was tabled to next meeting.
Next, Sheridan supplied the information about,
and led most of the discussion concerning the
movement of the place to pay fines from campus to
downtown. Tom Dudley, ASC President, interjected
that about 1000 tickets from last year are outstanding of which "probably over 90 per cent are
faculty." He added that number is indicative of the
fact that students must pay all fines to graduate.
Sheridan proposed a resolution not supporting the
traffic policy, saying "students shouldn't suffer"
because of faculty negligence. Action was not taken
on the resolution.
Student privacy
.
The Student Rights Commission was next on the
Monday night order of business. Sheridan asked for
volunteer help and indicated that Dr. Miller, Dean
of Students, was interested in organizing a committee concerning the privacy of student records, as
a part of the commission. Sheridan asked for
volunteers from the ASC but Dudley suggested
appointing two people. That suggestion ran into
opposition until finally Dave Harrington and Connie
Hobbs emerged from the repetitious rhetoric, as
volunteers.
Sheridan said he had reports and documentations
of the searching, and in one case confiscation of
articles, from dormitory rooms without warrants.
He indicated the ACLU will go to court if students
continue to be "intimidated by head residents," who
illegally search their rooms.
Sheridan also brought up a case of sex
discrimination in wages paid a few women on
campus and the dismissal of Dr. Jafree of the art
department. Sheridan wants to locate other women
1

an option by the ASC to withdraw funds at the end of
any quarter.
A member of the Political Action Committee
(PAC), Connie Dorn, informed the ASC of a penal
reform_conference, voter registration drives, and a
class at Central taught by state legislators about
legislation, were going on under the PAC's
auspices. She also asked for a reduction in PAC's
budget from last year's $2300 to $500, which
unanimously passed.

that have worked for the college since January of
this year and feel they were victims of sex
discrimination. He also believed Dr. Jafree "got a
fair trial" by the Board of Trustees and indicated
the ACLU will not support his case to sue the
college.
Next business in line was the results of the survey
given after registration. The Entertainment and
Activities category took top student priority and
Administrative concerns, the bottom. A hasSle
ensued over the validity of the questionaire between
Sheridan and Bob Beck on one side and Dr. Wise,
associate dean and director of Student activities, on
the other. Beck and Sheridan believed the surveywas not valid because freshmen were the major
group filling it out, instead of a cross section of
students. Dr. Wise disagreed, saying the
questionnaire gave a fairly representative cross
section of Central's student body.
,
Fund allocations
Allocation of funds for various groups took the
spotlight once again. First in line was the math
department who requested $120 for four departmental speakers. Mark Henning and Dudley raised
objections and as Tom said, "students were against
funding departmental speakers." The students won,
as both math and business and education departments' allotments failed.
_ Mike Leyden's motion -to allot the Child Care
Center $800 passed, pending the approval of the
assistant attorney general.
Mike Boushey, chairman of ASC-SERVE,
Students Engaged in Research and Volunteer
Experiences, told legislators he needed $2670 for
funding SERVE throughout the year. He got it, with

IPAC, Intercollegiate Political Affairs Commission, also asked for a· cut in budget allocations
from $771> to $387 .50. The legislators wholeheartedly
gave their approval.
Passage of the rugby constitution was only a
tuneup for the event that followed.
A crowd of about 15 blacks got to speak after
waiting an hour and a half for the chance. Dywain
Berkins, president of the Black Students of Central . (BSC), requested $2355 to finance Black Week, May
8-14. Sheridan moved to allocate the full amount but
Henning .asked who, -. the guest speaker would be.
Tony Ginn answered that Dick Gregory ·and Rev.
Jesse Jackson were possibilities but arrangements
hadn't been made yet because of the pair's busy
schedule.
Mike Leyden wanted the BSC to "legitimacize the
expenses." Ginn assured him and the ASC that the
BSC needed all the funs. Ginn said "we (blacks) are
a majority of the CWSC students even though we are
a minority group," and with that the ASC gave
tentative approval to the BSC's request.

climax

Hamlet's
Six weeks of clashing fencing
foils, ghostly admonitions,
gravedigger's antics, and all the
ironies of Shakespeare's Hamlet
will come to climax in the drama
department's opening production
of the season Thursday night at
McConnell auditorium.
The tragic tale of the gloomy
Dane, in rehearsal sirrce early
October, has required much
effort from the cast, stage crew,
and costume designers.
Director
Betty
Evans'
disciplined cast, steeped nightly
in the weighty drama, has seen
some light moments, too, such as
the sudden surprise of Hamlet's
foil broken off to a stub during a
ferocious bout with Laertes.
This experience taught the
value of preparedness, and an
extra foil wiil be on hand opening
night to prevent the ruination of a

tense climactic scene by unpredictable
comic
circumstances.
Roger Sullivan (Hamlet) and
Kim Bennett (Laertes) have
spent many gruelling hours at
fencing practice, and their
flashing foils, often whistling '
under spectators' noses, have
caused some apprehension
among the fair ladies of the royal
court.
Other leading members of the
cast are Randall Marquis,
Yakima attorney, as King
Claudius; Patricia -Romanov,
guest lecturer- in drama, as
Queen Gertrude; Terry Park-er,
graduate student in drama, as
Polonius; and Paula Everest,
sophomore English major, as
Ophelia.
Essential attributes in creating
the mood for the play will be the

•JACKETS•
Norfolk Style
Bomber Style

Reg . $39 .95 Now
Reg. $35

oo

Now

$1988
$1788

•WASH PANTS•
Reg . $12 00 Now

$64«>

• BODY SHIRTS •
Reg . $10 .00 Now

$54«1

•SWEATERS•
Reg.. $1.0 .Q_O Now

413 N. Pearl -

$381

Open Fri. 'ti I Nine

Thursday
set designed by Dr. · Peter
Vagenas, associate professor of
drama, and the costumes· by
Beverly Sullivan, assisted by
Paula Everest · and other
students.
Performances will begin at
8: 30 p.m. Thursday through

Saturday, Nov. 11-13 and 18-20. A
special matinee for high school
students,
mostly
from
surrounding communities, will be
presented Saturday, Nov. 20, at 1
p.m.
Central students will be· admitted with ASC card; other
adults will b~ charged $1.50, and
high school students with identification, 50 cents.
The matin~e is also open to the
general public for the admission
charge of 50 cents.
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IN THE SNOW AND MUDQuarterback Jeff Short hands off to
fullback R.J.. Williams in Saturday's

Stewert)
(69), Ron f{;)od (55), · and
Linderman (W;. Williams gained 134 yards
and scorf"tl ~111 three Central tds.

homecomi.!lg win over Whitworth.
Williams foll'lws front wall of Roger
Haug (71) ~ John Sackman, Rick Lowe

•

Wildcats cool .Whits 1n snow
by Roger Underwood
sports editor
Let's face it. Thanks to some downright
ugly work by the weatherman,
homecoming '71 wasn't quite all that 'it .
could have been.
You · could say that things were sort of
dampened by the snow and below-freezing
temperatures.
Actually, frost-bitten would be a better
term.
"You figure you're in pretty good shape
when your last home game is scheduled for
the 30th of October" muttered athletic
director Adrian Beamer as he stared indisgust at the tractors plowing snow from
the Tomlinson field turf.
But coach Tom Parry and his Wildcat
football team ignored the elements and the
Whitworth Pirates, (at least for the first
half), and won in a manner which is in
perfect tune with Ellensburg weather,
inconsistent.
It was all Central in the first ·half. With
Cal Allen moving the ball with the same
relentless regularity that the ground crew
had moved the snow, the hosts led 17 zip at
halftime.
,
But if the first half was all Central, the
second half was just as much all Whitworth. Almost.
_
The Wildcats, who this season have time ·
and again found themselves desperately
behind in the fourth quarter, and have
rallied only to fall short of victory, (except
for Eastern Oregon) had the script
reversed on themselves.
This time, the 'Cats had to hold off a
fierce fourth quarter charge led by the
. Bucs 235 pound quarterback Geoi_:ge
Perry.

The first half, which could well have
been called the Cal Allen show, was the
best the Wildcats have enjoyed all year.
The offense was ground-oriented
because of the playing conditions, and it
moved the ball consisently via the hard
running of Allen (119 yards in the first
half) and fullback R.J. Williams.
·
But alot of credit for the dominating
ground attack should go to the interior
line. People like Bob Linderman, Ron
Rood, Rick Lowe, John Sackman and
Steve Reischman were consistently
blowing out gaping holes in the Whit front
line for Allen and Williams.
But the offense, which is tops in the
Evergreen Confernece hasn't always put
the points on the board for one reason or
another. ·
This time it did.
It was Williams who got things rolling
when he scored with _an 11 yard-pass from
Jeff Short to cap an 80 yard drive that took
ten plays.
Craig Meldahl's point after made it 7-0
with : 43 to go in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, Williams capped
a drive with a 16 yard romp.
Meldahl"s kick made it 14-0, and with
1: 10 to play in the half, he toed a field goal
from 19 yards out for the.17 point halftime
margin.
The second half was a different story. In
fact, it looked like an entirely different b~ll
game.
,-The Bucs took the kickoff and. moved to
the Central 17, and it looked as if they
meant business, but Wildcat Pat Maki
picked off his second pass of the game in
the end zone and returned it to the Central
38.

NOTICE
STUDENTS

FACULTY

-SPECIAL OFFER ON THE NEW ENCYLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. VERY LIBERAL TERMS AVA-ILABLE DISPLAY BOOTH IN COLLEGE
BOQ_KSTORE FOR ONE WEEK-NOV. STH
THRU NOV. 12TH. ONLY PUBLISHER'S REPRESENTATIVE AT BOOTH FROM 9 AM TO
5. PM
0

This time the 'Cats found the Whitworth
defense a bit stickier, and they kicked it ·
away after three plays.
Again the Pirates went on the move,
clear down to the Wildcat 11. But Shawn
Cates batted away a Perry pass on fourth
down, arid it was still 17-0 after three
quarters.
After Greg Emry punted from deep in
his own territory to the Central 35, Perry
finally took the Whits in. He scored the six
himself on a one yard plunge with 10:33 to
play. · .
But the Pirates again got good field
position after another Emry punt, and
again they scored, on another one yard
·
sneak by Perry.
The kick was wide, but Central's margin
was narrowed to three points with 5:40 to
play, a:Q.d the surprisingly large
homecoming crowd began givfrlg some
thought to the game instead of where they
were going to ski the next day.
On second and two, Allen gained five
yards for the first Wildcat first down in 25
minutes and 20 seconds.
The· play that broke it open followed.
Williams roared through a huge hole in the
center of the WQit line and rambled all the
way from his own 33 to the Pirate four.
He scored on the next play, and once
again the fans minds became occupied by
Ski Acres, Alpental, etc.
Even though Perry and the Pirates
scored again, the game was iced, if not
score-wise, temperature wise.
So Hugh Campbell and his band of Bucs
taste defeat number seven, while the
Wildcats win their second, to warm up a
somewhat cool homecoming.
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Bill Bloom; head harrier

by Bill Irving
pounder, sees Central "in very year's seven runners returning
staff writer
good contention" for the EVCO from the Kansas City team. They
Bill Bloom doesn't see himself title even though "every team in are Al Wells, Terry Rice, Wayne
as Central's answer to Jim Ryun, the conference has improved Frank, and Bloom.
The Nov. 13 trip to Kansas City
Steve Prefontaine, or even Bob over last year.''
Maplestone.
He believes the 'Cats are a this time around is going to be
"better team than last year" and difficult, as the 'Cats have only
by Roger Underwood
Not even close.
sports editor
He · readily admits that will undoubtedly have to beat second place finishes to their
Well, I've been sports editor of ye olde Crier for six weeks now, and M a P 1e s t o n e '
E a s t e r n Maplestone and company from name. But Bloom said the team is
I'm just beginning to learn the ropes. (I think) the fact is, the first five Washington's defending EVCO Eastern Washington. That's "looking for a conference meet
issues were something else. Because of my inexperience, I was con- cross couritry and NAIA mile within reach, with four of last win" and feels the team can do
better. The District chamcerned only with filling the sports pages as best as I could, and I didn't champ, and the least prestigious
1
pionships is Nov. 13.
of the three runners mentioned
try to get cute.
Bill is qwC!k to credit interim
above, is in a "completely difl've shrugged off the usual tags of "rookie"' "green-horn" et. all ferent league" than himself.
coach Tom Lionvale for his inBloom's modesty would only
from my co-horts, and have decided to do something that all-good
dividual and team successes ·this
sports editors do, make predictions.
allow him a meek appraisal of his
season: Bloom said Lionvale
shows a combination of interest
Actually, I've been predicting
sporting events for some time, and talents: "I'm kinda good," he
and concern · along with a
ut~~=~braild of athletic modesty
I've been forecasting the pro games all along this season.
"willingness to work with runThough not claiming to be a Will Grimsley by any means, I have and only "kinda good" talent is
ners themselves." . Lionvale is
enjoyed some success at what is rapidly becoming a nation-wide embodied in Central's best cross
alSj) credited by Bloom as
hobby.
country performer so far this
making him faster
and
preventing his leg injuries.
So far this year, my record for pro football is 54 right, 32 wrong and season. In fact, Bloom earned a
Bloom has also competed in
- little prestige of his own by
four ties. (Tom Harmon counts ties, so why can't!?)
leading the 'Cat team to a surtrack but prefers cross country
By the way, I don't predict college ball. I mean, how the heck am I prising sixth place in the NAIA
because ''I've never had any
supposed to know what should happen when a couple of well known championships last year.
success in track" due to
Bill Bloom is a 22-year-old
powerhouses like Moorehead State and West Virginia Poly lock horns?
recurring shin splints. He has
No way.
physical education major from
competed in the mile, two mile,
three mile, and steeplechase.
The pros are tough enough, and they're getting harder to predict Spokane. His beginnings were
"I don't have the dedication to
every year because the college draft has been evening up the talent r~ther unique and late
be . great," says Bloom.
throughout the league, and nowadays there are a lot of good blossoming as harriers go. If his
If that's so, he will have some
ballplayers and a lot of good teams.
two paper routes had prevailed
over a PE class' influence Bloom
assurance against Maplestone
So, I'm not overly ashamed of my .628 season percentage, but I'd might be a totally unknown
tomorrow at the Conference
distance runner. As it was, his
definitely like to improve on it this weekend.
championships.
Maplestone
doesn't begin to rank with the
Oh yeah, I've been deadly on the Monday night contests with six ability in the class preceded his
."greats" like Jim Ryun and
routes and Bloom was on his way.
right, none wrong and one tie. Not bad, eh?
BW Bloom
Steve Prefontaine.
In his first meet, Bloom
But, an upset here and a shocker there can turn a potentially hot
Not even close.
(Photo by Pobst) ~
. weekend into a sportswriter's nightmare, so with that in mind, I shall grabbed third place for his
humbly release to the public for the first time QlY pro picks which shall . University High team, proving
Bloom began to blossom as a long
henceforth be known as Roger's football follies.
distance runner when he first
Here goes. Cincinnati over Atlanta. (I'm down on the Bengals, but stepped on a track.
His high school career ended
they've got too much talent to go on losing forever). Dallas over St.
Louis, (but the Big Red could win it because Craig Morton seems to with a second place at the state
feel sorry for defensive backs). Detroit over Denver, (Greg Landry µieet and Spokane Community
and company are too strong for the Broncos). Chicago over Green College became the running
Still waiting for the sweet taste
The seven returnees are Tom
Bay, (the Butkus Bears rack up another win en route to their best home of the two-time state JC of victory, the CWSC ·Rugby Odegard, Doug Cochran, Bill
record in years). Washington over Philadelphia, (George Allen's champ.
Club traveled to Lower Columbia Perteet, Pat Doohan, Dave
Bloom's performances at yesterday, and next Thursday Thomas, Dave Koval, and Pat
raisin squad will give the Eagles the bird after two straight wins).
Minnesota over San Francisco, (the NFL's best and most consistent Central have been less auspicious they take on the Portland Rugby Matlock.
club over one of the most talented, but also one of the most in- because of bothersome leg in- Club in Portland.
The club gets no financial aid
consistent). Miami over Buffalo, (the Bills will get their Kiicks juries. Last year he suffered shin
This year's squad, with seven from anyone but .·s being sponsplints
and
a
fractured
though). Cleveland over Pittsburgh, (the Browns bounce back after
returnees, number 33 in size.
sored by the Rair .. r Brewing Co.
two straight losses). New England over Houston (why not)? Kansas matatarsal arch until the
In their first three matches of that is supplying uniforms.
Nationals,
where
he
placed
21st.
City over the New York Jets (any doubt)? Oakland over New Orleans
the Fall Quarter, the Ruggers
Bill isn't looking back to the lost to Western 11-9, Seattle
(but only if ol' George is still around, and he will be). San Diego over
The Club was started last ---past, but forward to this year's Rugby Club 16-10, and the spring and compiled a one win
the New York Giants (I flipped a coin).
team chances. The thin, 5'9" 138 . University of Wash. 8-6.
two ·loss record,
Well, there you have it. I've finally stuck my neck out. I just hope I
don't lose my head over the whole business. .
Ah yes. 1 also have a pro-poll in which I rank the top five pro teams
according to the order that I think they should belong. The top five as
I see them are as follows:
1... Minnesota
2. Kansas City
3. Oakland
The authentic bomber look is back again in
mellow cotton suede, lined with warm curl pile
4. Washington
that spills out onto the oversized collar!
5. Miami
.
Full-length industrial zipper adds another great
And as for that Monday night battle, the Colts will whip the Rams in
touch. Zipper muff pockets, sleeve and throat
front of Dandy Don, Howard and.Frank ... ·
tabs. Sizes S, M, L, XL. $35.00

Under

Booters look for
win at Portl.a nd

The

Red&aton

AT

THE RANCH

·[W]

Tonite

THE BARDS
15 4 Schooners

s~ .2.

Next Week

Kentuck Blew Grass
from Spoltane .

Jam ·Session Sunday
25c Wine Flips
Thanks tor getting smashed Halloween

..
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Women;s sports

Wildkiftens vvin
some, lose some
by Kathy Bucldngham

contributing writer

Homecoming festivities were
initiated at Nicholson Pavilion
last Friday as the two women's
volleyball teams hosted the
Alumni.
As a special feature, the faculty
of the women's physical
education department challenged
the Alumni in two matches.
The Wildkittens second team ·
was overhwelmed by the Alumni
15-7, 17-15 and 15-13.
The first team aced out the
Alums 15-6, 15-1, before the ·
Alums caught them 15-10.
Walking away with a 2-0 record
was the faculty who showed their
former students that they still
remember their stuff.

Although the Alumni game was
more recerational than competitive, the Wildkittens showed
their true colors on October 23rd
with a 4-1 record in their season
opener.
Defeating Washington State,
Pacific Lutheran and Western,
Central was caught off guard by
the University of Washington.

Field hockey
Snow hockey was the name of
the game last Saturday when
Central's women hockey team
had it's traditional clash with the
Alumni.
Frustration was written on the
faces of the players as they tried
to move the ball through the
snow, and at the same ~e

IN THE

·S hoe Sole ·
SPORTS CASUALS
Narrow and medium

15• ·

reg. up to 1

Now

25% O_ff

maintain their footing.
Due to the conditions both
teams consented to three minigames of 15 minutes each. The
first match was a 1-0 victory for
Central's team I.
Next, team II was downed 2-0 in
their first match of the season.
The last game was a re-match
with team I, and the alums were
defeated 1-0.
At this tilne Central stands
undefeated in conference play
with a 1-0 record. Pacific
Lutheran University was down 61 by Central.
Having more experienced
players and more stamina,
Centr81 controled the ball and
playing for both halves. Those
scoring goals for Central were
Charlotte Shockley (1), Sara
Zaikowski ( 1), Linda Thornton
and Sally Barnhart two each.
This weekend Central will be
hosting Eastern Washington, the
University of Washington, and
Washington State.

Turkey trot
A turkey trot mile run will be
held at the CWSC track on
Wednesday, November 17 at 3:00
p.m.
.
The event, which will be held
"for the sport of it", will be
divided into three classifications;
1. faculty, administrator (3:00).
Men and women. 2. Co-eds ( 3: 30),
and 3. Male-eds. ( 4:00).
Winners will be determined not
by who wins the race, but by who
can most closely estimate the
time it will take him to run the
mile.
Fifteen minutes will be the.
maximum allowed time.
Of course, time pieces of any
kind are prohibited.
Three prizes will be given for .
each division. A turkey will go to
the first place winner, a large
chicken to the number two
contestant, and a smaller chicken
for third place.
The event is being sponsored by
the physical education depatment.

LET IT SNOW-These Wildcat homecoming game. 'Cats are at
fans ignored the elements last Southern Oregon this week.
Saturday and watched Central (Photo by Riesenweber)
beat
Whitworth
in
the

Gridders on road;
Southerri Oregon
I

Jayvees
•
improve
The JV Wildcat football squad
ended their season on a sour note,
losing to Eastern Washington 14--0
on the home field Monday afternoon.
Offensive inconsistency and
individual mistakes contributed
to the 2-3 season record, said
Bourgette and assistant coach,
Pat Pereira. "We beat ourselves
offensively", said Pereira
throughout the season. Running
backs Randy Wise of Carroll and
Ken Axelson of Grandview were
consistent ground gainers.''
Both coaches concurred that
tight end and middle linebacker
Ben Brumfield of Hoquiam was a
"standout on both offense and
defense."
The defense drew special
praise from both coaches. In fact,
the defensive corps didn't give up
a TD until Monday-all other
scores were offensive miscues.
The middle of the defensive line
·and the linebackers were termed
"pretty close to perfect" all year
long by Bour~ette.

Variety "the Spice of life" that's what
we feature in SUB Cafeteria

Co-captains for
tomorrow's
game at Southern Oregon are
Dan Papke, defensive guard and
fullback R.J. Williams.
Central and Southern have
identical 1-2 conference records
and both had victories last
Saturday. Southern beat Oregon
Tech, 9-0. Central played on a
field which had been blanketed
by snow earlier in the morning,
and Southern played in a snow
storm. Three inches of snow fell
during the game to possibly
account for the low-scoring affair.
Last season Central met the
Raiders in Ellensburg and won a
hard fought 14-6 contest in the
season finale.
In that game, Central barely
outdid their visitors in total offense 178-150 with the Wildcats
dominating the rushing and SOC
winning the aerial battle.
This year the Raiders hold
down the cellar spot in Evergreen
total offense statistics with a 199per-game average. Central leads
with a 370.1 average.
On defense, Southern leads the
conference in pass defense while
Central trails the league in pass
defense.
The Wildcats will leave Ellensburg today and spend the night in
Medford, Ore., going on to
Ashland tomorrow · morning for
the 1: 30 p.m. contest. The game
· will be broadcast over KXLE.

The Evening Specials for Next Week-6 to .9 pm
.; . 2 for 39•
8-Hot Dogs
.. . 69•
Tues.-Nov. 9-Barbecue Steak Sand.
. . 1 • to 25•
Wed ..-Nov. 1O~Banana Split Your Own Price
.. 25•
Thurs.-Nov. 11-Armistice Day
Coke and Fries
. _35•
Fri.-Nov. 12-A Repeat-Fish and Fries
Mon.·N~ov.

12·04'

Try our BBQ Beef

Sand h's Meaty
And Tasty With
Fries
4

72

·sunday Special
Nov. 7th

..

??

Surprise
Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Railroad

....
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THE LITILE PROFIT DEALER DID IT AGAIN

F:OUR SEASONS .
-PRO SKI SHOP
500

w. 8th

(Across Fro~ The T-Bird)

~LSO

10 SP~ED·SKI HUT

SALE IS FRIDAY THRU MONDAY

306 N. Pearl

_ From 9 am to 7 pm

25%·

ANY SKI ITEM
OFF ·
IN THE STORE•
*

Except Fair Trade Items

Get Your Skis, Boots, Poles,
Bindings, Gloves, Hats, Coats,
.
After Ski Boots, Wax; Warm Ups,
Car Ski Racks, Sweaters, etc• .

I

No. 1
SAPPORO SKI ......... s399s
FALCON HEEL . : . . . . . . :512°0
FALCON TOE ........... s79s
SKI LEASH ............. '295
SKI POLES ............ sess
CUSTOM MOUNTED ...... 5600
. s5195 . TOTAL VALUE s75• _

WE SPECIALIZE IN SKI PACKAGES

No.2
.GOLDSTAR GLASS ...... Sfi995
HOPE HEEL ............ 51800
HOPE TOE ............ 511'5
SKI LEASH ............. 5295
SKI POLES . . . . . . . . . . . .1695
CUSTOM MOUNTED ...... 5600
TOT AL VALUE. 1115•

NOW
NOW

s799s

No.3
XR7 METAL .......... 511995
GEZE HEEL ........... ·.121 00
, GEZE TOE . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.51650
SKI LEASH . . . . . . . . . . . .5295
SKI POLES ~ ...... ~ ..... 5695
CUSTOM MOUNTED ...... 1600
35
1
TOT AL VALUE 173
NOW

SELECTION
OF SKIS

s12995
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Price freeze boosts sales

Is this really the time to buy?

by Karla Stakston
promise to refund excise tax once
staff writer
it is repealed by Congress,
If you're buying a new car- American Motors is already
The wage-price freeze sent making the refunds. The exciseauto sales booming around the tax repeal will apply to all new
nation. Ellensburg car dealers ·· cars, foreign as well as domestic.
agree the freeze has been very
In order to stem the tide of
beneficial, both to them and the imported car sales, Nixon's plan
buyers.
tagged cars exported to the U.S.
"It has been a shot in the arm. after Aug. 15 with a 6.5 per cent
People want to take advantage of .surcharge on top of a previous 3.5
the freeze and of the possible per cent tariff. Dave Thomas, of
repeal of the excise tax. This has Major and Thomas autos said,
provided the impetus to make . "This will have a more marked
them buy a new car if they've effect on the sale of our Opels as
been putting it off," said Neil things go along."
Powell, salesman at Butterfield
Gene Everett, of Faltus Motor
Chevrolet in Ellensburg.
Co., says that their sales have
The price freeze forced auto picked up considerably in the
dealers to hold back scheduled past two months.
Gene Secondi, from Kelleher
increases of $200 or more on 1972
models. These new models, the Motor Company commented, "I
Government ruled, must carry think the price freeze was a good
the same price stickers as the idea. Jt',s brought in a lot more
1971's. Nixon's program also customers."
includes a proposal to repeal the · Most dealers have found that
seven per cent excise tax on all they've had to take lower-profit
new cars sol_d since Aug. 15.
deals on the 71s to get rid of them.
While all manufacturers Dave Thomas said, "We've

Lawrence Frank, of Yakima
Fruit and Cold Storage Co., holds
by Jim Catlett
degrees from Princeton and
staff writer
The "fine art of decision Cornell Universities. He is taking
making" will be the focus of the part because he "likes to teach,"
Department of Economics and Carpenter said.
The executives will not only be
Business Administration's new
program ·of
executive-in- giving lectures aqd holding
seminars, but will also serve as
residence.
According to Dr. Jann W. consultants to any department
Carpenter, organizer of the that wishes to use their services.
program, decision making is one Carpenter spoke of the Adof the weak points of Central's missions Affairs group and the
Public Relations department as
business program.
The two executives who will be possible examples.
_
In addition, the executives will
here this quarter, Charles Hilen
and Lawrence Frank, will stress have an opportunity to do
research on their own, utilizing
this point.
Dr. Carpenter said that the college facilities and people for
general motivation of the their own problems and projects'.
program is that prospective
Carpenter said that many other
employers have commented that businesses have made c.om_
the students turned out by mitments to the program.
"We have had a huge
Central don't always seem
satisfactory. The idea of the response," he said. "Businesses
executives-in-residence is to add are fantastically interested."
The exec-in-residence program
reality to business courses;
"We want to get away from the is part of the steadily growing
purely theoretical approach to business department at Central.
From an agenda that consisted
probably given.a little better deal the problem," he said.
than we would have under norThe department currently uses mainly of accounting, it has
mal circumstances.''
case histories, according to grown to include such things as
The authoritative Ward's Carpenter. The executives will business law, business governAutomotive Report predicted: help the students apply these ment, and organizational the~rY.
"Domestic and import new-car case histories and the theory they
Carpenter said that there are at
dealers can't miss posting a new receive to real day-to-day Central, ''potentially some of the
sales-record year.''
best people ih the count:rY."
problems in industry.
Time magazine reported that
Executive Charles Hilen of Many of these, he said, have
in calendar 1971, the industry Everett works for General passed up major universities to
expects its first ten .million-car Telephone Northwest (GTN). He come to Central. He mentioned
year ever. Dealers should sell has had 18 years of experience in that they are trying to get out of
about 1,500,000 imported cars and non-technical management the classroom more, and
about 8,500,000 domestic models. positions with GTN and other generally put more life in the
This compares with sales of companies. Carpenter said he business departments.
1,278,000 imports and 7,120,000 agreed to take part in the
He said that "if a person is
U.S. made cars last year.
program because he was "very truly scholarly, it's a great
On Wall Street, and brokerage critical" of Central's graduates. place."
firm of Shearson, Hammill &
Company predicts the record will
be broken in 1972 with as many
10.8 million cars sold. The firm
boosted its 1972 estimate by
500,000 after the change in
economic pf>licy.
Gratefully, and deservedly,
Several full transportation ments, air conditioning) in
Detroit is naming Richard Nixon
to
continue
to
scholarships
for participants in Tijuana
as the New Car Salesman of the
the Mexico Program in Guadalajara.
Year.
Guadalajara for Winter Quarter
1972 are available through the
Make application for these full
International transportation scholarships to
Office
of
Programs. The scholarship in- the Office of International
cludes
transportation
to Programs.
Guadalajara in 12 passenger
Deadline for completed apvans, plus the return trip at the
plications is Nov. 8, 1971.
end of Winter Quarter.

Scholarships offered
for Mexico program

Jobs exist
but • • •
Have no fear business majors,
there are jobs to be found when
graduation arrives.
The question is what type of
jobs do business majors want
- after graduation? Do they want
-· to own a big business, be
president of a firm, or a dish
washer in a run-down cafe?
There are jobs to be found, but
some sacrifices might have to be
made before the graduate finds
the right one to suit him.
Dr. Jann W. Carpenter,
associate professor of economic~
and business, said that four years
of college is enough time to build
a good foundation to go into the
world and survive. But the

Jan Carpernter

Program focuses
around decisions

graduate also needs more than a
foundation he needs social acceptance to develop . what he
learned in college. With this
acceptance he can communicate
with people and hopefully better
enjoy his job.
Carpenter said that there have
to be some changes made in the
business department. It has to
become higher educated to
prepare the students for the
rough road after they graduate.
If people in college don't move
toward this, the school will be
destroyed. The students have to
ask questions as to what they ·
want out of college, Carpenter
said, if they don't start there will
be no survival at Central.

The buses will ·leave from
Ellensburg on Sunday, Dec. 26.
Overnight lodging with breakfast
on the 27th and a box lunch will be
provided in Red bluff, California.
The night of Dec. 27 will be
spent in San Diego with two
meals as in Red bluff.
On Dec. 28, students will be
tran sferred to a Mexican first
class bus (with hostess, refresh-

Trustees visit,
discuss college
Members of the Board of
Trustees will be on campus
Saturday Nov. 13, 1:30-2:45 p.m.
Board members will- visit the
campus to discuss college related
problems with students, faculty
and staff members.
Meetings are tentatively slated
for the student union building.
Anyone interested in meeting
with members of the Board,
individually or in a group, should
contact the Faculty Senate Office, Edison 102 (963-3231).

Baha'i sponsors

'World' singers
The Baha'i Community of
Ellensburg is sponsoring an
appearance of the Jin-ai Singers
at Hebeler Auditorium, Sunday,
at 6:30 p.m.
The group will present a
musical, "One World Bound", a
multi-media collage of an of ten
humorous insight into the maze of
today's world as well as a look at
the road out of that maze.
·
"Jin-ai" means Lover of
Mankind in Chinese and was
chosen as a name for the group
when it began in 1964 as a concert
group to feature the Baha'i theme
of Unity.
The group travels to various
communities presenting concerts
and plays. They have performed·
throughout Washington, Ida~o
and Britsh Columbia, with guest
appearances in Juneau, Ala., and
Chicago, Ill.
Admission . to the evening of
entertainment is free.
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Nader group sets
to involve students
I

"by Bill Irving
staff writer
Combine the appeal and
publicity of Ralph Nader's
backing, the dilemma of countless problems facing everyone,
and the frustrations and manpower of college students. If
you're with it, the new group
called PIRG should pop into your
head.
· PIRG, a Public Interest
Research Group, was suggested
by Nader when students asked
how they might effectively work
to solve public problems.
The idea developed to establish
a student-funded organization to
involve the campus in the
of
community
resolution
problems. The areas of concern
were to be in the fields of ecology,
business, and government.
The concept became a reality
with the establishment of PIRGs
in Oregon and Minnesota during
the 1970-71 school year. OSPIRG,
Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group, ·and M-PIRG,
its Minnesota counterpart, are
well under way.
They are "beginning to develop
special PIRG classes on campus,
provide community 'hot lines' for ,
consumer problems and research
into problems of water
pollution,'' according to a PIRG
pamphlet.
Students are nucleus
Students from public and
private colleges and universities
form the nucleus of the PIRG
organization, but community
involvement is encouraged.
By charging themselves $1 per
quarter the students can hire a
professional staff to work with
them on "consumer protection,
environmental preservation, and
corporate and governmental
responsibility," as that pamphlet
states.
This whole concept is just
beginning to take seed in this
state, as it has in 20 others across
the land. Approximately 18 of
Washington's 39 private and
public colleges, and universities
are becoming involved in a
Washington, chapter (Wash
PIRG), according to John Bates,
chairman of Central's chapter.
Wash PIRG, is.unique
Bates, a sophomore marine
biology major at Central, explained that, "Wash PIRG is
unique in that it is the first real

attempt to pull students together
to work within the system to
change it."
At this college, involvement in
Wash PIRG is just getting underway. Bates doesn't expect the
Central chapter to be "completely underway until Winter
Quarter, at which time we will be
able to start researching some of
our problems within the local
area."
He reaffirmed that Wash PIRG
"will work to identify, research,
analyze, and pursue solutions to
problems of consumer protection, environmental preservation, and corporate and
governmental responsibility.''
Bates also pointed out that
tomorrow a statewide workshop
will be at Central in the SUB
small dining area from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. to coordinate student action.
Nader Representative
On Tuesday, Oct. 19, in SUB
110, the PIRG idea was explained
by a Nader representative, Brent
English, and traveling companion, Shelly Yapp.
English, 22 years old and a
Nader associate for one year,

outlined the nationwide campus
effort with the intensitY and
knowledge so famous of his
leader. His 1112 hour talk to a
group of 30 covered the spectrum
of America's problems and what
concerned students could do to
bring about their resolvement.
He classified college students
as "the largest challenge and
greatest
benefit"
to
organizations like Wash PIRG.
English noted that "nothing is
happening" on college campuses
and explained, "the one thing
lack is
they (students)
dedication" to. remain involved.
Miss Yapp, a Unfversity of
Washington graduate, stated
confidently there has been "a
great deal of support from
faculty and staff at the University of Washington and Western
(in Bellingham)," in Wash
PIRG's freshman year there.
For further information,
contact John Bates in the ASC
office at 963-1693 or 963-3247 in the
evenings.

Cat-a-log
FISH-Y MOVIES
VILLAGE LOTTERY
The Kittitas Country Post, 105 All students wishing to move
West 3rd Street is sponsoring into Student Village Apartments
movie nights every Tuesday at 8, may begin submitting their
p.m.
applications next week, begin·
Batman, B.A. W. (before Adam ning Monday.
West, butjustaschubby), Shirley Off-campus students must fill
Temple, W.C. Fields, Tom Mix; out application-contracts and
they've got a million of 'em.
submit $40 pre-payment to Barge
Admission is a donation of 203.
some non-parishable food you On-campus students fill out
can spare for the FISH (Friends application-contracts and turn
In Service to Humanity) food them into the Housing Office,
bank.
Barge 201. Their prepayment will
PARKING & TRAFFIC
be automatically transfered.
The Parking and Traffic Lottery winners will be notified
Committee will meet Wednesday of their assignments between
at 4 p.m. in SUB 205. Anyone Dec. 6 and 10.
having any items for the agenda
FINANCIAL AID FUNDS
should contaLt Jack Spithill's All financial aid funds for the
office of Students Rights and $71-72 school year have been
Responsibilities, 963-3521.
exhausted.
However,
apWINTER STUDENT TEACHERS plications will still be accepted
The Office of Clinical Studies for Winter Quarter.
said teaching placements will not
Awards will be made after Feb.
be confirmed before pre- 1, 1972, only if funds are acregistration for Winter Quarter. cumulated through cancellations
Any applicants who have met all and if the 'applicant qualifies for
the prerequisites to student teach aid.
should pre-register for Ed. 442 ( 16
DRUG ADVICE
hours).
The Drug Advisory Board
Students having doubts about meets every . week, Tuesday
their endorsement should see mornings at 9 in SUB 204. They
Laura immediately in Black 206. discuss more than answers to the
Letters will be mailed in Drug Action column that apDecember as soon as Clinical pears, but more information is
studies has the confirmed available from Dr. Don Wise, in
placement lists.
Barge, 963-1511.
B~G

OR SELLING ?

CRIER CLASSIFIEDS

MONEY

CAN DO IT FOR YOU

963 1026

SAVER
DISCOUNT
STORE
505 N. PINE

Albums In Stock Only

$5.98 .
$4.98

$3.95.
.$2.95

Do you know you
can now telephone
from coast· to· coast
for as little as

Monday · Friday 9 a.m .. 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. · 6 p.m.
Closed Sunday

That's the new nighttime rate for a one
minute station-to-s~ation call dialed yourself from 11 P.M. to 8 A.M. Additional
minutes are only 20¢ or less. If you're a
night person this is for you. There's never
been a bigger telephone bargain.
Use it often.

SPECIALS

TACOS
Reg. 29c Ea.

Good Mon.-Wed. Nov. 8-9-10
Just Across From Campus On Ith

Cat-a-log

'Blovv-up' .explodes tonight
ASCFLICKS
There hasn't been a bomb
threat all year long, but Hertz
Auditorium will be the showplace
for the current ASC flick; "Blowup," tonight and tomorrow at 7
and 9.
Admission ts .50
or
your· life, with your ASC card.
TEACHER TESTS
The examination for admission
to teachers education will again
be offered tomorrow morning.
Anyone who wishes to take it
must have signed a list outside
Barge 206 to take it on that date.
The test will be offered again
this quarter, but check with the
teacher admissions people in
their office (Barge 206).
COVENENT PLAYERS
Should anyone ask you about
what is going oil in the SUB Pit
Monday afternoon from 2 to 4
p.m., the Covenant Players will
be confronting you with skits
having to c;io with the spiritual
and ethical dimensions of life.
They are sponsored on campus
by t he Center for Campus
Ministry (UCCM).
SEMINAR OFFER
There will be a meeting of
junior and senior students interested in an interdisciplinary
seminar ·on "Women in Society"
for Winter Quarter at 3 p.m.
Wednesday ht SUB 208.
BUDDHA ·
"Awareness," a contemporary
film interpretation of the Buddhist experience will be shown
Monday night at 7 .in the south
cafeteria of the SUB. I think Rev.
Hanni meant the Burger Bar.
Admission is free. It's a short
film with plenty of time afterward for a rap session.
Rev. Hanni, from the UCCM,
said this film doesn't make you
feel like talking about what was
on the screen, but more about
how you feel about your own life.

HYAKEM TRIES AGAIN
SERVE
.
All Central students will g·e t
SERVE is looking for apHyakem stickers in the mail plicants tq fill the following three
Friday.
.
positions; each involves 60 hours
If you've bought the Hyakem, per month: student coordinator
forget it. If you wish to buy this of Volunteer programs, student
year's annual, take the sticker to coordinator
of
Research
Mitchell Hall to pay $8.
Programs and a secretary who
If you don't buy the Hyakem, can take shorthand and type
co-editor Chang Po Jay says efficiently. ~
"The midnight panty raider will
ASC"."SERVE is a student,
attack.''
careers-oriented program
Imagine what a great book it reaching out to the community,
would be with a picture of that in business and industry and inthere! Now that's something to dividuals to ·solve problems.
consider...
·
RECYCLING CENTER
IVCF
In the near future, a recycling
Under strict orders not to make center may be quilt on campus, if
this a "funny" announcement, enough student participation is
this is a legitimate reminder that shown to make the project worththe Inter-Varsity Christian while.
Fellowship welcomes everyone to
Ecology-minded students are
their meetings Sundays at 8 p.m. asked to contact Dr. Don Wise,
at 101 West Tenth.
associate dean of Student Ac·
. For further information, call tivities.
925-9509.
HAMLET
"Neither a · borrower nor a
PILLOW CONCERT-BENEFIT
•
Crash & Buffalo, the Stairwell lender .be.;'
Use your own ASC card and
Engagement, and Chuck Warner
are the feati.tred performers at a . come see Hamlet, Thursday is
pillow concert benefit Wednesday opening night in McConnell
from 8:30 to midnight in the · Auditorium at 8:30.
Large Ballroom.
LOANS FOR WINTER
There is no formal admission
Appointments may be made
charged, bur<:lonations will go to Nov. 15 th.rough Dec. 3 at the '
the Velvet Barrett fund (see page Office of Financial Aid, if you
.3).
desire Winter Quarter tuition and
fees to be paid from National
ASC FILING CLOSES
Students interested in filing for Defense Student Loans.
Students who have not been
ASC legislative and judicial
positions have ,until 5 p.m. today awarded a National Defense loan
and desire a 30-day loan for
to pick up petitions.
All filing materials may be Winter Quarter are also urged to
picked up in the ASC Office. For make an appointment between
further information concerning · those dates for a short-term loan.
Repayment date for those will
the election and filing contact
be January 3.
Dave Larson at 963-3445.

FUR COATS

YOUTH AND POLITICIANS
The Young Democrats and
Young Republicans will meet ·
together in the Burger Bar
Monday at 8 p.m. to question .
Representative Stu Bledsoe,
Senator Jim Matson (both
Republicans) and Ed Heavey and
Representative John Rosollini
(both Democrats).

Th.e

Everyone is invited to attend
and bring any questions whether ·
they pertain to the above topics
or not.
OPEN 6: 45 ·
925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Showings Each Night At 7: 00 & 9: 00

Ali MacGraw • Ryan O'Neal
Academy
Award :
Winner
Don't
Miss
It!

That
book
is

now
The
fi1m!

lib e rty·theafr( ·.

OPEN6:45

925-9511

FRI. And SAT.

.

-

Shows At 7:00 & 9:00
Sat. 1 - 3 - 5 - 7 - & 9

·" Toki at"

SUN., MON. & TUE., November 7 - 8 • 9
SUN. At4:00&8:15-Mon., &Tue. 7:00& 11:15

. from

SENATOR HATFIELD
He's probably heard all the
·McCoy jokes anyone ' s ever
made, so he brought his own
speech. Senator Hatfield ( ROre. ) will speak Thursday at 8
p.ni. in Nicholson Pavillion a bout
''American Political Destiny.''
Adplission is free with · your
ASC ·card. '
F or more information, contact
Gary· Larson in the ASC office,
963-3444. But go easy on him, he's
had a rough season being the
Speaker Program Coordinator.
FOREIGN FLICK
."Mafioso" is Italian for
"Godfather." And for you folks
who think that's a fictional,
foreign game, this has gory news
for you!
Sponsored by the foreign
language department, the film
will be shown at . 7 and 9 p.m.
Thursday in Hertz Auditorium.
Admission is 50 cents for students
and $1 for everyone else.

·viJl.cige.

Tentatively, the four areas of
talk will be youth in politics,
campait:,.1 reform, Washington
state . economics, and drug
legislation reform.

PAKISTAN

Co-Hit SUN. at 5: 40 & 9: 55 - Mon & Tue 8: 40
ABC 'Picture< Corp . P"'"'"''
An Andrew •nd Vrrgrnra Stone

I
I,.
~

Ne\¥ Prices For You.
At
PACK-$1.25
Y2 c·ASE-$2.35 .

6

PONY-$12.50
ORDER EARLY

. CASE-$4.

I

Song 0. f

h~o?n~~~
01 Edvard Grieg

''"""~

Toralv
Florence
Maurstad Henderson
Christina
Frank
Schollin Porretta

Liberty Theatre Sunday Early Bird Special
Between Hours of 3: 45 and 5: 00 All
Admissions Will Be 1 Dollar

THE TAV
KEG-$18~50

·<-~

producllCJO

70

STARTS WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER loth
Academy Award Winner

i

I

WALT DISNEY'S
THE

The

i

e

: LIVINB vanishinal
;

DESERT. Prairie S

